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Abstract

Situated at the intersection of artificial intelligence and theoretical neuroscience,
spiking neural networks (SNNs) have proven valuable for modelling and predicting
neural phenomena. SNNs provide rich dynamics that are not replicable by con-
ventional neural networks, exhibiting desirable properties such as self-healing, the
ability to exploit noise as a resource, and the ability to solve difficult constraint
problems like Sudoku or NP-hard problems such as the Travelling Salesman Prob-
lem without training. This work aims to discover initial configurations that lead to
more effective and generalisable learning as part of a broader effort to deduce the
computational principles that achieve generalisable learning in the human brain.
Building on Pecevski & Maass, the work explores density estimation in simulations
of SNN winner-take-all (WTA) circuits and similar constructions by using genetic
algorithms (GA) and natural evolution strategies (NES) to search for individual
optimal configurations that minimise Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between
multiple estimate and target distributions. It demonstrates that in some tasks
optimal network configurations outperform published results even though theoret-
ical zero-delay conditions do not hold, that generalisability can be achieved with
a significant but non-fatal impact in both conditional and joint estimation tasks,
that biological plausibility can be pushed by introducing a novel architecture with
realistic modifications that also achieves competitive performance in conditional
estimation tasks, and that there exists a negative relationship between synaptic
delay and estimation performance.
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1. Introduction

There are fundamental issues with current approaches to artificial intelligence that

are unlikely to be solved by deep learning or other contemporary techniques in

machine learning [27]. One focal problem is the lack of learning generalisability—

for instance, a neural network trained to play Go can only be used for that purpose,

because its internal weights and biases are tuned for that specific task. The study of

generalisability or inductive principles is often subsumed under the terms learning-

to-learn (LTL), transfer learning or multitask learning.1

Another desideratum lacking in contemporary machine learning is the model-

building ability of human intelligence. Published work mainly deals with pattern

recognition—models that take a pattern as input, and output a class or value,

also called discriminative models. What we are interested in instead are generative

models—models that build an internal representation of a domain, and that can

act in a discriminative capacity as well. Generative models are more relevant to

intelligence because an intelligent agent does not simply respond to external stimuli,

but also possesses an internal representation of the external world upon which are

founded cognitive and psychological processes like intentions, desires and beliefs.

Spiking neural networks (SNNs) are low-level abstractions of brain circuitry,

employing temporal dynamics that mimic biological reality. Suitably constructed

SNNs have been shown to act in both discriminative and generative capacities,

1The terms place slightly different emphases on different aspects of the same problem.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

depending on whether input is presented to them or not [21, 43], thus fulfilling the

second desideratum. When compared with conventional neural networks, numerous

properties make SNNs an attractive research topic. Among other things, it has

been shown that rather than being hindered by the presence of stochastic noise,

SNNs exploit it as a resource [34]; that recurrent SNNs can continuously rewire

themselves and compensate for network damage in realistic reinforcement scenarios

[22]; that properly constructed SNNs can solve difficult constraint problems like

Sudoku or NP-hard problems such as the Travelling Salesman Problem without

training [14, 17]; that some SNN structures account well for the Bayesian brain

hypothesis [39]; that these SNN architectures implicitly implement Expectation

Maximisation for building their generative models [39]; and that neuromorphic

hardware based on spiking events is orders of magnitude more energy efficient than

conventional hardware of equivalent performance [9].

However, learning remains a challenge in SNNs. Earlier efforts to develop simple

supervised learning rules for SNNs analogous to backpropagation in artificial neural

networks (ANNs) had limited results, owing to the complexity of SNN dynamics

(reviewed in [23]). Later efforts have focused on the use of reward-based learning

and Bayesian inference, with significant results being reported [21, 22]. Although

successfully convergent, reinforcement in SNNs is highly resource-intensive and does

not yet exhibit the generalisability of the first desideratum above. Other work has

depended on the use of problem-specific, theoretically informed or hand-crafted

models that are not meant to generalise [43].

The present work, as part of a broader effort by a research group at Graz Uni-

versity of Technology at addressing this issue, looks at LTL in generalisations of

winner-take-all (WTA) spiking circuits, aiming to find optimal network and train-

ing algorithm configurations that give best performance when learning probabilistic

dependencies between binary variables in conditional and joint density estimation

tasks. The work also pushes biological plausibility by introducing a novel architec-

ture that does not rely on WTA-like behaviour, with the objective of performing

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

the same tasks. Since zero delay is a key assumption in [43], this work explores

the impact of delay on estimation performance and, finally, aims to understand the

sensitivity of optimal configurations to perturbations in their hyperparameters.

Given the mathematical intractability of complex ensembles of neurons, this

work takes the experimental approach by simulating neural networks in biological

time using a fixed time step, with estimated distributions determined experimen-

tally from spiking activity. To evaluate estimation performance, a key measure is

Kullback-Leibler divergence, used for its effectiveness and consistency with existing

research. In achieving these aims, the work solves the hand-crafting problem and

demonstrates that these architectures are in principle a feasible construct for these

types of estimation task in the brain. It also offers a biologically-inspired alterna-

tive to parameter estimation in conventional probabilistic graphical models. Aside

from the theoretical step forward that this work represents, it also has practical

applications: neuromorphic hardware can far more readily leverage architectures

that generalise to multiple problems, as opposed to hand-crafted models with their

severe restrictions.

This work draws heavily on research in the neurosciences. Aside from the mo-

tivating factors and challenges of the field, the work is founded on the observation

that the level of abstraction above biological complexity appropriate for the un-

derstanding and replication of human intelligence has not yet been determined. It

is therefore sensible to use the brain as a point of departure and to postpone the

decision on the proper level of abstraction until it can be made on the basis of

evidence.

Following this introduction, Chapter 2 describes the broader context and pro-

gress up till the present. Chapters 3 and 4 lay down the two experiments that are

to be carried out, underlying both of which are conditional and joint distribution

estimation tasks. Results are presented in Chapter 5, interpreted and discussed in

Chapter 6, and concluding remarks are given in Chapter 7.

3



2. Background

The human brain has been a model for artificial intelligence since the birth of

computer science, with early research focusing on top-down symbolic manipulation

under the assumption that the mind was a symbol-pusher, an algorithmic manipu-

lator of bits of information. When the fruits of this labour failed to materialise, it

gave way to connectionism, a bottom-up approach that sought to understand the

physical substrate of the brain—Marr’s hardware implementation level of analysis

[35]—informed by the reductionist expectation that human intelligence arose from

the complex dynamics of neural networks as an emergent phenomenon [46].

Over the years, the connectionist doctrine has become nuanced by other consid-

erations, but it remains a key assumption of most research into the computational

principles of the mind. At the same time, several tangible advances in machine

learning under the connectionist paradigm have led to an upsurge in popular and

academic interest in neural networks, strengthening belief in the possibility of cre-

ating intelligent machines.

Machine learning and computational neuroscience are parallel but distinct fields,

maintaining a tenuous link through the connectionist doctrine. Whereas the former

is mainly concerned with reproducing artificial intelligence, irrespective of its final

form, the latter searches for the instrumental principles of intelligence as embod-

ied by the biological implementation. Thus, contemporary connectionist models in

machine learning tend to be highly reduced versions of their neuroscientific siblings,

4



Chapter 2. Background

Figure 2.1: Logistic sigmoid function, with output in the range (0, 1). This is a
common choice of activation function in second generation neural networks.

used because they give fruitful results, not for their explanatory power.

2.1 Spiking Neural Networks

To highlight the differences, Maass distinguishes between three generations of con-

nectionist models, depending on the type of computational unit1 that the network

uses [32]. The first generation, proposed in 1943, was based on the McCulloch-

Pitts neuron2 and was capable of binary output only. Second generation neurons

introduced continuous static output. In networks that employ them, each neuron

calculates a weighted sum of its input and transforms the resulting value by passing

it through a real-valued activation function. A typical choice for activation function

is shown in Figure 2.1. Note that output is deterministic and time-independent.

Second generation networks are still the most popular choice of model in machine

learning, owing to their resurgence in deep learning and convolutional networks.

Neurobiological evidence, however, gradually challenged the plausibility of sec-

ond generation networks as good models of brain circuitry, with several experiments

showing that temporal effects were a necessary ingredient of neural communication

1Variously called nodes or neurons, depending on whether the context emphasises AI or neu-
roscience, respectively.

2Also known as threshold gates.

5



Chapter 2. Background

Figure 2.2: A postsynaptic neuron summing up action potentials from multiple
presynaptic neurons. Adapted from [53].

[32, 6]. The gap was addressed in the late 90s by the third generation of neural

networks, which used the spiking neuron as computational unit.

Spiking neurons introduce intrinsic time-dependence in their mechanics [32, 12].

Similarly to second generation neurons, spiking neurons act as integrators of input

from multiple sources. However, information transfer cannot be modelled by a

simple function of the weighted input, and is instead described by a set of partial

differential equations that take into account time, internal state, as well as tran-

sient input.3 To maintain the link with neuroscience, this internal state is usually

thought of as “membrane potential”, although a dimensionless abstract quantity

can replace it. Spiking neuron differential equations describe mechanics that gen-

erally cause the neuron to emit short, sharp “spikes” or action potentials, when

it is sufficiently activated. These electrical perturbations emerge from the input

or presynaptic neuron and reach the postsynaptic neuron via connections called

synapses (see Figure 2.2). At the postsynaptic neuron incident spikes induce post-

3Some models act as convolving operators rather than differential equations, but many differ-
ential equation models are equivalent to specific types of convolution. Convolution models are
also called spike response models.

6



Chapter 2. Background

Figure 2.3: All-or-none response of a deterministic neuronal model. From [15].

synaptic potentials (PSPs), transient responses in the neuron membrane potential

that can be either excitatory or inhibitory.4

In the simplest of third generation neuron models, such as the leaky integrate-

and-fire (LIF) neuron, if the sum of transient responses exceeds a fixed threshold,

a spike is generated which is then relayed to the neuron’s subsequent connections

in the manner just described. More realistic models like the AdEx model5 in-

troduce adaptability or stochasticity in the threshold mechanism,6 together with

complex internal dynamics that accurately keep track of the membrane potential.

Nevertheless, irrespective of the complexity of the model dynamics chosen, their

final validation is solely in terms of spike timing—how well does the model re-

construct biological spiking in a neuron? Current neuroscience theory is indeed

founded on spikes: to the best of our knowledge, biological neurons communicate

via spikes [44, 11]. Subthreshold transients, that is, perturbations that do not lead

to action potentials, have little or no influence on connected neurons. Moreover,

there is no intermediate output between spiking and not-spiking; a neuron either

spikes or it does not. This is termed “all-or-none” behaviour (see Figure 2.3). It

is the precise timing of spikes that carries information, not their temporal extent

or the potential difference of the spike. For these reasons, spikes can be idealised

4That is, tending to increase or decrease membrane potential, respectively.
5Or adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire model.
6Stochasticity is present in biological neurons because ion-channel mechanisms—the mecha-

nisms that determine a neuron’s response to incident spikes—open and close in a discrete and
stochastic manner.

7



Chapter 2. Background

Figure 2.4: Spikes are stereotypical events that follow similar trajectories with little
variation, and from an information-theoretic point of view can therefore be thought
of as idealised point-events. From [11].

as stereotypical point events, discontinuities in the solutions described by the state

equations [44, 11].7 Thus, a machine that can accurately reproduce the rich dynam-

ics of natural brain spiking together with its specific connectivity patterns would in

essence be equivalent to an artificial mind.8 The stereotypical trajectory of action

potentials in biological neurons is shown in Figure 2.4.

Although still a simplification of biological reality, third generation neuron

models respect the importance of the spike and provide far richer dynamics than

previous generations. Importantly, they realise the possibility of using time as

a resource in computation and communication [32], and therefore, unlike second

generation models, they are time-dependent and can also exhibit indeterminacy

via stochasticity. Partly because of their intrinsic temporal dynamics, and partly

through explicit network recurrence, SNNs can integrate information on multiple

time scales, unlike their conventional second generation counterparts. For instance,

suitably constructed liquid state machines (LSMs)—a particular SNN architecture

that exploits strong recurrence—were found to compete with and outperform hid-

den Markov models (HMMs) in classifying audio patterns under the effect of noise

[52].

7Complex neuron models like the Hodgkin-Huxley model integrate the spiking trajectory into
the differential equations themselves, but the equations are not easily tractable for large collections
of interacting neurons.

8This ignores some of the thorny philosophical issues involved in defining what a mind is.

8



Chapter 2. Background

Learning and adaptability are key to any AI technique, irrespective of the tech-

nique’s biological plausibility. Unfortunately, while SNNs had been theoretically

shown to be computationally more powerful than earlier connectionist models [32],9

they are not straightforward to train under supervision [23], with most earlier

techniques handicapped by severe limitations. Many publications instead relied

on hand-crafted models that solved specific problems or explored theoretical lim-

itations. Over the last decade, however, a slew of techniques ranging from the

biologically plausible to the improbable have been developed and successfully ap-

plied. Crucially, SNNs have demonstrated state-of-the-art performance in certain

tasks (e.g. [9, 28]).

Plasticity—the modification of synaptic weights through the co-activation of

connected neurons—plays a key role in both biological and simulated networks.

Hebb’s famous postulate of 1949, often summarised as “neurons that fire together,

wire together” [11], offers the basis of many biologically-inspired learning tech-

niques in SNNs. Spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) is one such Hebbian

technique with strong experimental support. In STDP, a synapse is strengthened

if presynaptic spiking precedes spiking in the postsynaptic neuron, and weakened

if the timing is reversed. Figure 2.5 demonstrates this relationship.

Note, however, that many of these plasticity rules, STDP among them, are lo-

cal rules that determine changes, if any, blindly from the activity of two connected

neurons. They are not counterparts to supervised learning techniques like back-

propagation in ANNs, where the target signal is co-present with the input, and

where weight changes follow an optimal direction with respect to reducing error.

In fact, since unsupervised learning may be characterised by modification of model

parameters to input statistics, STDP and several other plasticity rules can be con-

sidered unsupervised techniques [11].10 It is therefore a non-trivial result that, as

9In the sense that some input-output mappings can be achieved with fewer spiking neurons
than the corresponding number of conventional neurons.

10Plausible techniques that involve supervision in the brain are mediated by reward signals,
implying that unadulterated supervised learning is replaced by reinforcement.

9



Chapter 2. Background

Figure 2.5: STDP window, demonstrating relative weight changes
Δwij

wij
between

two neurons as a function of the difference between postsynaptic firing time tfi
and presynaptic firing time tfj . Experimental data points are shown in circles, and
best-fit exponential curves in solid black. Note that synaptic weight changes tend
to zero as the difference increases. From [11].

we shall see below, STDP can install in a neural network the ability to optimise its

connectivity for certain tasks.

Recent research on spiking networks has placed much emphasis on probabilistic

generative models [7, 30, 18]. Automated learning of probabilistic graphical models

(PGMs) is currently an attractive parallel topic of research in conventional machine

learning, presenting an opportunity for knowledge discovery in complex datasets

without requiring models hand-crafted by experts.11 This may be transformative

in such fields as bioinformatics and medicine, where the ability to consume massive

datasets, learn structure and make automated inferences may obviate the need

for some types of manual hypothesis building and research. Learning in PGMs is

detailed in [25].

11Online learning of PGM structures and parameters are, to the author’s knowledge, very
sparsely researched. The present work deals with an online method of training.
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Figure 2.6: Stochastic association module (SAM) for a target probability with two
input binary random variables and an output binary random variable. Note that
lateral inhibition connections are not shown. From [43].

2.2 Stochastic Association Modules

In SNNs, meanwhile, it has been shown that spiking can be interpreted as sampling

from a probability distribution. Furthermore, synaptic plasticity can bestow to a

network the ability to perform Bayesian computation [39], the gold standard of

inference under uncertainty. Some of this work has focused on the use of a particular

stereotypical arrangement of neural assemblies called winner-take-all circuits (e.g.

[41]), which were shown to have superior computational properties when compared

to threshold gates or sigmoidal units [33]. In WTA circuits, neurons compete for

output, with activated neurons inhibiting their counterparts to “take all” of the

output activity. Thus, the neuron with strongest activation wins the competition.

Pecevski & Maass [43], the basis of the present work, builds on these previ-

ous efforts by suggesting a model that uses spiking neurons to learn probabilistic

dependencies between random variables using experimentally observed plasticity

rules within an unsupervised learning environment. Although the network is topo-

logically similar to a two-layer feedforward perceptron (see Figure 2.6), the units

are stochastic integrate-and-fire neurons (see Section 2.3), which were thoroughly

11
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investigated in [16] and found to fit experimental data well. Lateral inhibition is

used between hidden neurons, with spiking hidden neurons activating inhibitory

neurons (not shown in Figure 2.6) that relay a depressing signal to competing hid-

den neurons. This type of recurrent architecture is called a stochastic association

module (SAM), a generalisation of the WTA circuit. SAM modules can also be

combined recursively to learn generic dependencies that are typically modelled us-

ing Bayesian networks, such as the visual perception problem in [43] (see Section

4.1).

In the SAM architecture, input neurons χ are divided into subpopulations of

neurons χi, one subpopulation for one input variable xi, each of which has a sin-

gle neuron for every possible value of that random variable (Section 2.5 describes

variable encoding). The hidden neurons α are also divided into subpopulations αi,

one for each discrete value of the output variable z. Multiple neurons in each αi

allows the module to better represent multi-modal probability distributions [43].

Finally, there is one neuron ζ i for each value of z. χ and α neurons are all-to-all

connected, while α-ζ connections are made on the basis of subpopulation index

(see Figure 2.6). Importantly, all weights are fixed except those that connect χ

with α neurons. Bias is similarly fixed, except in hidden neurons (see Sections 2.3

and 2.4 for details on bias). In short, plasticity is only active in hidden neurons

and their afferent connections. The output neurons act as integrators of activity in

connected α neurons, for which purpose α-ζ connections have large weights, strong

enough so that activity in any of the α neurons is certain to trigger sympathetic

spiking in the connected ζ neuron.

2.3 Stochastic Integrate-and-Fire Neurons

Pecevski & Maass [43] uses a variant of the stochastic integrate-and-fire neuron

model, which is retained in the present work. Stochastic integrate-and-fire neurons

are a family of models that do not have a fixed threshold. Instead, the mechanism

12
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is replaced by a firing probability density that at any point in time is given by

a positive function. A common choice is the exponential function, so that the

probability density, also known as a firing intensity, is given at t by

ρ(t) =
1

τ
exp(Vm(t)), (2.1)

where τ is a time constant and Vm(t) is the membrane potential [43]. Upon firing,

the neuron enters a short refractory period of duration τ , during which no further

spiking can occur. The membrane voltage is given by a weighted sum of the PSPs

induced in the neuron by its spike train input,

Vm(t) =
∑
i

wiεi(t) + b, (2.2)

where wi is the synaptic weight connecting the presynaptic neuron that caused

PSP εi to the postsynaptic neuron and b is the postsynaptic neuron’s bias. PSP

models abound, but the one used by Pecevski & Maass for computer simulations

is α-shaped,12 a model informed by experimental findings and described by the

equation

ε(t) = ε0 · e · ( t

τα
+ t1) · exp(−(

t

τα
+ t1))− ε0

2
if 0 < t < (t2 − t1)τα, (2.3)

and 0 otherwise. Here, ε0 is a constant, τα is the α-kernel time constant, and t1

and t2 are the numerical solutions to the equation e · t · exp(−t) − 0.5 = 0. The

α-shaped PSP from [43] is shown in Figure 2.7. Pecevski & Maass also uses simple

step-shaped PSPs, and all theoretical derivations are based on this more tractable

form.

Since computer simulations discretise time, firing probabilities need to be worked

out from the firing intensity. In particular, we must avoid multiplying the prob-

ability density by the simulation time step Δt since it only gives an approximate

12That is, characterised by a sharp increase and a gradual, exponential decay.
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Figure 2.7: The effect of a single α-shaped PSP from Pecevski & Maass on mem-
brane voltage Vm, assuming ε0 = 2.8 and τα = 8.5 ms as in the paper. PSPs are
additive. Note the rapid rise and slow decline of the voltage perturbation.

probability, and is also bound to overestimate for high firing intensities [11]. In-

stead, a better approximation is found by integrating the survival probability13

over Δt and subtracting it from 1. This gives

PF (Vm) = Prob
(
spike in [t, t+Δt]|Vm(t)

) ≈ 1− exp(−Δtρ(t)), (2.4)

which retains a bounded probability between zero and one [11].

2.4 Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity

Although there are many commonly used formulations of STDP, Pecevski & Maass

employs a form of STDP modified for tractability. If w is the synaptic weight of

a connection from some presynaptic neuron νi to a postsynaptic neuron νj, then

upon every postsynaptic spike at time t the weight is updated, w ← w + ηΔw,

where Δw is positive if a presynaptic spike occurred within a time window τ , and

13That is, the probability that the neuron does not fire.
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Figure 2.8: Weight update Δw as a function of the time delta tpost − tpre. In red
is the profile described by Equation 2.5. The dashed blue curve shows a smoother
α-shaped STDP profile, used in some simulations in Pecevski & Maass. From [43].

negative otherwise. Specifically, this can be stated as

Δw =

⎧⎨
⎩ e−(w+w−) − 1, if νi fired in [t− τ, t]

−1 if νi did not fire in [t− τ, t].
(2.5)

w− is a constant baseline parameter and η is a learning rate [43]. Figure 2.8 shows

the step profile described by this equation.

Neuron bias—also referred to as intrinsic plasticity, an adaptive mechanism

within the neuron that adjusts excitability depending on recent activity—is simi-

larly updated upon spiking by the assignment b ← b+ η′Δb, with the bias update

given by

Δb = τe−(b+b−), (2.6)

where b− is a constant baseline parameter [43]. Note that the bias learning rate η′

is not equal to the weight learning rate η. Aside from the discrete updates, bias

decays continuously according to

db

dt
= −η′. (2.7)
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2.5 Neural Coding and Sampling

The topic of neural coding is subject to lively debate and controversy: how are

variables encoded by neurons or ensembles of neurons? Pure rate coding—where

the average spike rate is the sole carrier of information—cannot apply throughout

the brain, for instance, for the simple reason that humans and animals respond

to certain stimuli on time scales that are too short for computation of rates [6].

Biological reality is complex, and it is likely that the brain uses a heterogeneous

mix of neural codings. Be that as it may, published research tends to explore a

variety of neural codes.

Population coding is one candidate for the neural code that is commonly found

in literature dealing with probabilistic SNN models. Under this scheme, variables

are encoded by the joint activity of a pool of neurons, with one or more neurons

sensitive to a particular component of the input. In Pecevski & Maass [43] specif-

ically, each neuron in the input and output layers represents a specific discrete

value of one random variable. During training, samples 〈x, z〉 drawn from a target

joint distribution p(x, z) are presented to the network (with x, a vector quantity,

encoded by the input layer, and z by the output layer), which causes the neurons

corresponding to the assigned values to become disinhibited,14 allowing plasticity

to proceed and strengthening certain connections. Slowly, the network’s dynamics

and plasticity rules (a simplified form of STDP) modify its connectivity so that

the target joint distribution is better approximated by the probability distribution

embodied by the network itself, minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence

between the internal model and the target distribution. When incomplete input is

presented—i.e. samples 〈x〉 missing z values—the module approximates the con-

ditional probability p(z|x) by the spiking activity in its output layer. In this sense,

SAMmodules embody a generative model of the target distribution, but can also be

used for predictive inference.15 Moreover, modules can be combined recursively to

14The other neurons in the hidden layer are artificially inhibited by a negative current.
15Deep belief networks are non-spiking generative models, but they require separate unsuper-
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represent generic dependencies with the flexibility of probabilistic graphical models

[43], in which case the network becomes a full generative model of the target joint

distribution via its spontaneous spiking activity.

Pecevski & Maass obtains certain theoretical results on the spiking behaviour

of SAM modules based on a mixed collection of implicit and explicit assumptions

about synaptic delay and the neuron model. In particular, the square form assump-

tion of the STDP profile has already been stated (see Section 2.4 and Figure 2.8).

In deriving an analytic formula for the activity of output neurons, additionally, an

implicit assumption is that PSPs are also square-shaped, unlike the α-shaped PSP

described in Equation 2.3, which is only used for simulation purposes. Another pil-

lar is the assumption of zero synaptic delay. This is not stated explicitly, but can

be implied from the mathematical derivations and by other material in supporting

publications by the same author, such as [42]. This last publication accompanies a

neural simulator created by Pecevski, Kappel and Jonke, called NEVESIM, which

was specifically developed to allow zero-delay simulations. NEVESIM was also

used for the computer simulations in Pecevski & Maass [43], further reinforcing the

claim that the simulations used no synaptic delay.16

Zero delay is of particular significance since biological networks violate that as-

sumption. Electrical perturbations in real neurons undergo more than one form of

transmission delay: membrane activity takes time to propagate down dendrites and

axons—cable theory is a subject that deals with the mechanics of electrical propa-

gation, introduced in the Scholarpedia article at [40]; moreover, synapses are not

instantaneous in their action—chemical synapses typically take a few milliseconds

for transmitters to make the leap across the gap, at least 0.3 ms [20]. Small, mi-

crosecond delays may be necessary in hardware implementations, and it is certainly

possible that conduction delay plays a key role in determining neural connectiv-

ity patterns [2], and therefore, in determining the computational properties of a

network.

vised and supervised training steps to be used for discriminative purposes.
16The primary author of the article was not responsive to email questions on the subject.
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The zero delay assumption is also significant because any violation is bound to

introduce discrepancies between theoretical and simulated (as well as biological)

network properties. In [42] Pecevski et al. state that “allowing small non-zero delay

in the synaptic connections also leads to functional neural sampling models in most

cases”, but this is not explored in the later publication ([43]) that forms the basis

of the present work. Indeed, the exploration of discrepancies between theory and

simulation is a secondary motivating factor of this dissertation.

Be that as it may, under these assumptions Equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be com-

bined to describe the firing intensity of output neuron ζ l at time t by

ρl(t) =
J l∑
j=1

1

τ
exp

(
blj +

l∑
i=1

M(xi)∑
m=1

wl
im,jx

im(t)
)
, (2.8)

where j indexes over the number of hidden neurons connected to the output neuron

ζ l, blj is the bias of the j
th α neuron of the lth subpopulation, andm indexes over the

number of possible values the random variable xi can take. Here, xim(t) is a binary

random variable that assumes the value 1 if and only if xi = m at that point in

time, or equivalently, if χim fired in the time interval [t− τ, t] [43]. Thus, the inner

two summations effectively add up the weights of synapses that connect activated

input neurons with the α neuron currently indexed by the outer summation.

This equation can in turn be used to derive an analytic expression for the

generative model embodied by the network connectivity and weights:

p(a, z,x; θ) =
1

A(θ)
p(z|a) exp

(∑
i,m

∑
l,j

ŵl
im,jx

imalj +
∑
l,j

b̂lja
l
j

)
, (2.9)

where A(θ) is a normalisation constant and θ is the parameter vector made up

of the hidden layer weights and biases. This distribution introduces the random

variable a, which stands in for the activity in the α layer, such that alj = 1 if and

only if αl
j is active. Since activity in the α layer is competitive and the refractory

period prevents further activity within a time window τ , there can only be one
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active neuron at any time t, and therefore only one coordinate of the vector a

can be non-zero, for a minimum duration of τ .17 The hatted weights and biases

above are simply shifted for convenience by the baseline constants with respect to

unhatted weights and biases in Equation 2.8:

ŵl
im,j = wl

im,j + w− (2.10)

b̂lj = blj + b−. (2.11)

Moreover, there is a simple deterministic relationship between z and a, such that

p(z = l1|a) = 1 when al2j = 1 and l1 = l2 for any j, and 0 otherwise.18 This

analytic formula can easily have a marginalised out to derive the theoretical joint

distribution p(z,x; θ) embodied by the network [43]. It is made use of extensively

for fitness measurement.

2.6 Kullback-Leibler Divergence

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence19 is a widely-used measure of the difference be-

tween an approximate and target probability distributions. Defined as

DKL(P ||Q) =
∑
i

P (i) log
P (i)

Q(i)
, (2.12)

where P and Q are discrete probability distributions, it encodes the loss of infor-

mation20 that occurs when a target distribution Q is approximated by a second

distribution P [8]. Although widely referred to as a “distance”, it is strictly speak-

ing non-symmetric and therefore does not satisfy the mathematical requirements of

a distance metric. Thus, DKL(P ||Q) �= DKL(Q||P ). In our case, as a SAM module

17As in the input layer, a spike at t in αl
j sets the random variable alj to 1 until t+ τ .

18This is a result of the deterministic relationship between spiking activity in the alpha layer
and connected output neurons mentioned in Section 2.2.

19Also known as relative entropy.
20In the information-theoretic sense.
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Figure 2.9: KL divergence between the internal model of a SAM network and its
target distribution, as a function of simulated biological time. Note the slight
increase of divergence after an initial sharp drop-off. This results from the use of
realistic PSP shapes (whereas theoretically optimal shapes are unrealistic). From
[43].

learns its target distribution, KL divergence decreases (but see Figure 2.9).

2.7 Learning-to-Learn

The technique presented by Pecevski & Maass and reinforcement techniques such

as [22] offer good approximation of target distributions, but they are extremely

computationally demanding, typically running on supercomputers or limited to

very simple learning tasks or network configurations. Moreover, the approach in

Pecevski & Maass was not meant to generalise to other distributions. It is the main

motivating factor of the present work to tackle this issue.

In light of the above, learning-to-learn (LTL) can be seen as an effort to solve the

efficiency problem, as well as to enable qualitatively new learning processes. LTL

in SNNs is an embryonic paradigm currently being explored by the Graz research

team, whose objectives are three-fold:21

1. To discover initial configurations and hyperparameters that lead to more

21These objectives were communicated via email correspondence with Prof. Maass’ research
team. See Chapter 8.
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effective and generalisable learning

2. To abstract from these experiments computational principles that enable

learning generalisability and phenomena like one-shot learning and multi-

task capabilities

3. To implement these principles at an appropriate level of abstraction in sim-

ulated networks

Although no research papers on LTL in SNNs have yet been published by the

Graz team,22 related ideas have been applied with some success in deep learning.

See [45]. Nevertheless, note that the present work extensively cites publications

from the Graz research team, building on research concepts that have already been

peer-reviewed or are in pre-print.

Fulfilment of the second and third LTL objectives require a good understanding

of the first, and are therefore beyond current research. The first objective, how-

ever, can be approached with existing knowledge. It is essentially an optimisation

problem.

2.8 Evolutionary Algorithms

Optimisation is an important subfield of mathematics and computer science with a

long history. Typically, optimisation problems involve finding the parameters of a

function, model or algorithm that correspond to a global maximum or minimum of

some fitness or error landscape. Fitness (or error) is measured by a metric that is

convenient to the domain in question—mean squared error and the L2 norm being

common choices. Pecevski & Maass [43] uses KL divergence, a natural choice in

this scenario. The present work retains the measure.

As such, a solution to an optimisation problem is “best” with respect to the

criterion set up by the fitness or error function. Methods are many and varied,

22One paper is in preprint at the time of writing: Bellec et al. [4].
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and a thorough discussion would take us far afield. See [51] for a brief overview of

techniques.23 In general, the choice of optimisation method depends partly on what

is known about the fitness landscape; e.g. is the general shape well-understood?

can the derivative be approximated in some local region about any point? is the

problem constrained? is it deterministic or stochastic? It also depends on other

properties of the domain, such as whether it is a multi-objective problem and

whether the hyperparameters are discrete or continuous, among other things.

Our problem is stochastic, constrained and single-objective: which initial neural

configuration gives the best mean performance on a family of related tasks? It is

stochastic because of the noisy nature of our neuron model, which can cause the

same configuration to give different learning performances during different runs.

It is constrained because there are reasonable bounds on most of the parameters.

Finally, it is single-objective because we are only looking to optimise a single, scalar

value. Little else is known about the fitness landscape, except that it is probably

complex: whether it has one maximum, for instance, or several local maxima, is

unknown.

These properties impose few restrictions on the choice of optimisation technique.

Nevertheless, local optimisation techniques are typically susceptible to noise and

may fall prey to local maxima, especially in complex landscapes [51]. Global opti-

misation techniques like genetic algorithms or evolutionary strategies appear to be

reasonable alternatives in this domain. These are techniques inspired by natural

evolution, involving repeated application of competitive selection, crossover and

mutation, processes referred to as operators. When applied cyclically over multiple

generations, these operations tend to “breed” populations of “better” individuals.24

Goldberg [13] gives an excellent introduction.

Optimisation techniques under the umbrella of evolutionary algorithms borrow

their terminology from biological evolution. Indeed, genetic algorithms (GAs) rep-

23There are few good paper-length reviews of so vast a subject. Each family of optimisation
methods can easily be expanded to fill a volume.

24Better in the sense of higher mean fitness (or less mean error).
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resent each “individual” (or solution) by a “chromosome” consisting of the “genes”

(parameters) that define the individual. In GAs, chromosomes are typically bit

strings that encode the value of the parameters, concatenated together, with the

operators performing transformations at the bit level. A “generation” consisting

of a “population” of several individuals is evaluated and the fittest individuals are

“selected” for “reproduction”, which involves two “parents” and normally leads to a

pair of “offspring”. The offspring are usually a genetic combination of their parents,

although not necessarily. Moreover, “mutation” may randomly alter chromosomes

to explore genetic possibilities that are harder to find through simple recombina-

tion of parent genes. The offspring of one population form the next generation,

and the algorithm repeats.

Algorithmic variations are many, but the three key steps are:

1. Selection: The purpose of the selection operator is to—deterministically or

otherwise—pick the best fitness individuals for the next operation. In elitism,

for instance, a proportion of the fittest individuals are retained unchanged in

the next generation, ensuring that “best” individuals are not discarded.25 In

roulette-wheel selection, an individual is probabilistically chosen in proportion

to its fitness value, normalised by the sum of all fitnesses. In tournament

selection, the fittest individuals in a random subset of the population are

retained, with the process repeated until all individuals in the next generation

are picked.

2. Crossover: Crossover or recombination operators explore and exploit the

solution space, combining the genetic code of the best candidates selected by

the last operator to generate fitter individuals. One-point crossover recom-

bines the genetic code—the bit strings—of two parents by picking a crossover

point in the representation and joining the code up to that point from one

parent with that from the second. Two-point crossover picks two random

points and swaps the genetic code in between, and uniform crossover swaps

25That is, recombination is not applied.
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each coding bit randomly, typically with a probability of 0.5. Figure 2.10

demonstrates these three common types of crossover using bit strings as rep-

resentation. Although the subject is fraught with difficulties, Goldberg [13]

gives a thorough discussion of why GAs implemented with at least a se-

lection and recombination operator tend to arrive at good solutions of the

optimisation problem based on the building block hypothesis. However, it is

also pointed out that like many other optimisation techniques, GAs suffer in

domains where the fitness landscape has remote optima, that is, when the

solution is akin to finding a “needle in a haystack” [13].

3. Mutation: Mutation is an operator that randomly modifies genetic repre-

sentations for better exploration of the solution space. As in its biological

counterpart, mutation modifies genetic sequences in ways that can be im-

possible to achieve through reproduction, and that might be beneficial to

the individual. Thus, it avoids scenarios where recombination on its own

converges onto local optima. With bit string representations, the mutation

operator flips bits at random positions, albeit with a small, domain-dependent

probability (typically 0.01 or less) [38].

There is some overlap between evolutionary strategies (ESs) and GAs, and in

fact evolutionary strategies also involve the use of selection, crossover and mutation

operators. However, in evolutionary strategies chromosomes normally represent

genes by their real values, rather than bit strings, and manipulation occurs not

at the level of bits, but through arithmetic operations on the real values. ESs

tends to better model the natural representation of the problem: small changes in

individuals leading to small changes in fitness.

A key difference between ES and GA is that in generic ES an individual com-

prises the object parameter vector—the parameters that we intend to optimise—as

well as a set of strategy parameters, as opposed to only the object parameter vector

in GA. Strategy parameters encode the rate of mutation of the parameter vector,
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Figure 2.10: An illustration of one-point crossover, two-point crossover, and uni-
form crossover, recombining the genetic code from two parents to create two chil-
dren with complementary chromosomes. From [36].

and are themselves mutated in each cycle of operator application.26 This makes

the algorithm self-adaptable. The peer-reviewed ES article on Scholarpedia gives

a good review of the topic [5].

ES methods are diverse, but a common use case is unconstrained search in

real-valued spaces R
n, for which self-adaptation-ES is often applied. Under this

scheme, the strategy and object parameters of the lth offspring are recombined and

mutated according to the arithmetic operations defined by

σl ←〈σ〉eτNl(0,1), (2.13)

yl ←〈y〉+ σlNl(0, I), (2.14)

respectively. Here, 〈·〉 denotes the arithmetic mean, σ is the strategy (mutation)

scalar, y is the object parameter vector, and N(0, 1) and N(0, I) are scalar and vec-

tor forms of the normal sampling function respectively, with centre 0 and standard

26The strategy parameters are mutated before the object parameter vector.
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deviation 1. σl acts as the standard deviation of the normal components in the

second assignment. τ is a learning parameter typically proportional to 1/
√
n. The

arithmetic means are calculated using the fittest individuals that result from the

selection process. The effect of these operations is to add random noise to the mean

solution, the extent to which noise is added itself determined by a noisy sampling

of the previous mean mutation rate. Self-adaptation allows self-tuning of mutation

rates without external control, which is not possible in GAs. Note also that re-

combination and mutation occur as a combined process, as opposed to the discrete

steps in GAs. A popular and highly successful variant of ES is called covariance

matrix adaptation-ES (CMA-ES), which replaces scalar mutation by a covariance

matrix, and is therefore able to adapt the shape of the mutation distribution to

better fit the fitness landscape [5].

Natural evolution strategies (NESs) are a subtype of ESs suggested by Wiesrtra

et al. [54] that iteratively update a search distribution of individuals, as opposed

to maintaining a population of individuals directly. NES represents the state-of-

the-art in ES [54]. In NES, the search distribution is used to generate individuals

for fitness evaluations, from which the algorithm estimates a parameter step in

the direction of better expected fitness while taking into consideration uncertainty

so as to avoid detrimental effects such as oscillation or premature convergence.

The algorithm assumes a parametric form of the search distribution with a known

derivative—commonly the multinormal distribution N (μ,Σ).

The search gradient and parameter updates are found by computing the deriva-

tive of the expected fitness in the search parameter space. For a sample of λ indi-

viduals, the derivatives of the expected fitness J along the multinormal parameter

directions are given by

∇μJ ←1

λ

λ∑
k=1

∇μ log π(zk|θ) · f(zk) (2.15)

∇ΣJ ←1

λ

λ∑
k=1

∇Σ log π(zk|θ) · f(zk), (2.16)
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where μ and Σ are the mean and covariance matrix27 of the distribution respec-

tively, π(zk|θ) is the likelihood of individual zk conditioned on the parameters θ

and f(·) is the fitness. The updates to the search distribution parameters are then

simply

μ ←μ+ η · ∇μJ (2.17)

Σ ←Σ + η · ∇ΣJ, (2.18)

where η is a small learning rate [54]. For robustness, NES modifies the updates in

Equations 2.17 and 2.18 by pre-multiplying the update step ∇J with the inverse of

the Fisher information matrix F−1 [54]. This takes into account uncertainty and

renders the update direction independent of the search distribution parametrisa-

tion.

Evolutionary algorithms have been successfully used in neuroevolution, a family

of generic techniques that evolves ANN architectures to improve their performance

[31]. Stanley et al. [48] was particularly successful in mimicking nature by exploiting

scale invariant connectivity motifs to reduce the dimensionality of the problem.

An article in preprint [49] demonstrates that very simple GAs can rival popular

methods based on backpropagation such as Q-learning and policy gradients when

applied to large scale deep neural networks (DNNs) with over four million free

parameters. Another article in preprint[47] follows a very similar methodology to

demonstrate that ESs are also good alternatives to Q-learning and policy gradient

techniques. Finally, it is worth noting that connectivity and other parameters of

brain networks were similarly optimised through a long evolutionary process for

efficient learning. The present work aims to reconstruct this process, at least on a

conceptual level.

27Also called a mutation matrix within the context of NES, since it determines the spread
of candidate solutions around the generation mean, the latter of which should be the optimal
solution—or close to it—of that particular generation.
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3. Design and Implementation

3.1 Objectives

The core objective of the present work falls under the first LTL directive in Section

2.7: optimising the configuration of an SNN in order to accelerate and improve

learning ability. Specifically, the work builds on Pecevski & Maass [43] and poses

the optimisation problem, which neural configuration gives the best mean

performance on two families of related density estimation tasks after a

suitable training run, as measured by the KL divergence between the

learned and target distributions?

A secondary objective of this thesis is to push biological plausibility by intro-

ducing realistic inhibition and other changes to the neural architecture. Pecevski

& Maass [43] uses strong WTA inhibition which, in the idealised form embodied

by the SAM architecture it proposes, would be implausible in brain circuitry. In

addition, biological synapses exhibit small connection delays that are not modelled

in Pecevski & Maass. Both of these deficiencies are taken up by proposing a novel

architecture: the sparse probabilistic inference (SPI) module (see Section 3.3).

A third, minor objective is to explore the effect of deviation from theoretical

assumptions. Section 2.5 describes how an underlying assumption in [43] and other

work is that synapses propagate spikes with no delay. This was used to derive

theoretical results for idealised architectures that are not found in nature. Thus,
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part of the analysis will be devoted to experimenting with incremental increases in

synaptic delay, to deduce any trends in performance impact.

A final objective is to understand the sensitivity of optimal configurations to

perturbations in their hyperparameters.1

The work will test the performance of two architectures (SAM & SPI) on two

density estimation task families: a conditional distribution with one independent

and two dependent random variables, and a joint probability distribution that

models a visual perception problem with four random variables.

3.2 Overview

Below, the term inner-loop optimiser refers to the unsupervised SNN algorithm

that learns the target distribution—that is, the effect of STDP on the connections

between the input and α-layer of the SAM or SPI module. Outer-loop optimiser

refers to the evolutionary algorithm that suggests parameter configurations and

optimises them for performance.

This terminology arises from the fact that STDP can bestow to a network the

ability to optimise its connectivity for the purposes of density estimation, and one

therefore needs to carefully distinguish between this type of optimisation occurring

internally—a biologically plausible one that happens during simulated biological

time—and the evolutionary search which, although having conceptual parallels

with the long-term biological process of evolution, is not explicitly intended to be

plausible and happens outside simulation. Also, it is crucial to point out that

outer-loop optimisation does not affect the learning process, beyond setting up the

network and inner-loop algorithm parameters. Instead, learning happens during

simulations in an online manner.

Logically, the work can be described as a sequence of steps:2

1Note that synaptic delay—a key parameter—is not one of the optimisable hyperparameters.
2In practice, actual work did not proceed linearly.
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1. Understanding which hyperparameters are to be optimised by the outer-loop

optimiser

2. Defining a suitable encoding of these parameters

3. Defining families of tasks of different complexity that can be carried out by

the inner-loop optimiser

4. Designing and implementing the overall simulation that runs outer-loop op-

timisation on the inner-loop algorithm

5. Running the combined algorithm on the tasks and evaluating each architecture-

configuration combination on each family of tasks

6. (Supplementary) Exploring these results for commonalities that might have

implications on the second LTL directive

SAM has already been described in Section 2.2; thus we shall proceed directly

to the novel SPI architecture. Following that, subsequent subsections roughly map

onto and flesh out steps 1–6 above.

3.3 Sparse Probabilistic Inference Modules

A novel architecture is suggested that generalises the SAM architecture proposed by

Pecevski & Maass [43] by introducing multiple neurons per encoded value, sparse-

ness (i.e. a non-unitary probability of connection between neuron pairs), recurrence

within neuron pools, and random synaptic delays uniformly spread over a range of

delays. We shall call the architecture a sparse probabilistic inference (SPI) module.

All of these changes are introduced on the basis of biological plausibility (see, for

example, [18, 29]).

Analogous to the SAM module, the purpose of this architecture is to per-

form density estimation of conditional distributions, i.e. each module can be

used to estimate the dependence of one variable yi on a set of other variables,
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Figure 3.1: SPI module that represents variable yi, consisting of a population of
excitatory neurons P i and an inhibitory pool of neurons I i. The excitatory pool
has subpopulations Ei

j, each of which codes for one value of variable yi. In the case
displayed, the excitatory pool represents a binary random variable yi. Connections
between pools are represented by straight black arrows, and recurrent connections
within pools are represented by circular black arrows. Note that the activity of
population P i can be input into other modules representing other variables. Cross-
module connections of this type are shown by a vertical blue arrow. Although
only one input arrow is shown, a module can have as many inputs as necessary to
represent all dependencies. All connections are sparse.

or p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1, yi+1, ..., ym). SPI modules can also be combined in recursive

networks like SAM modules to estimate joint distributions as alluded to in Sec-

tions 2.1–2.2 (a detailed description will be provided in Section 4.1). Figure 3.1

gives a schematic of each module’s architecture.

Variable yi is encoded in SPI module i by a pool P i that consists of n excitatory

subpopulations Ei
j, each of which codes for one value of yi in {1, ..., n}. Unlike SAM

modules, therefore, each value of yi is encoded by the group activity of a collection

of neurons, rather than a single neuron. In fact, each subpopulation ideally has

several neurons to avoid small number effects. The 0-value is encoded, as in [43],

by inactivity.3

3The 0-value is a special case that is not given much significance in Pecevski & Maass, because
under theoretical assumptions the neural network can be made to avoid inactivity most of the
time.
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For purposes of continuity and comparison, SPI modules use a stochastic inte-

grate-and-fire neuron model with rectangular or α-shaped PSPs as in the SAM ar-

chitecture (see Section 2.3). Synapses also retain the same dynamics from Pecevski

& Maass [43], and input-excitatory synapses are similarly subject to the same sim-

plified STDP. Unless specified, variables that specify model dynamics are retained

from that publication. However, the output layer ζ present in the SAM architec-

ture is eliminated. More importantly, since multiple neurons can be simultaneously

active, network states are determined in a different manner: instead of making the

assumption that only a single neuron can fire within a short time (as in a WTA

circuit, and zero-delay SAM), network states are determined by smoothing activity

using a temporal kernel. Details of network interpretation are given later in Section

4.2.5. Inhibition in SPI modules is by means of a pool of inhibitory neurons I i that

is activated by spiking in excitatory neurons of P i.

This opens up the opportunity to use “softer” inhibition that does not make

the rigorous, biologically unrealistic demands that are assumed in [43]. Indeed, soft

or divisive inhibition has been explored recently in Jonke et al. [18] and Legenstein

et al. [29], where it was shown that it can account for a broader range of natural

phenomena than hard WTA-like inhibition, such as the self-organising ability of

neuron populations to become sensitive to select features by forming receptive

fields.

Anecdotal tests run during an exploratory phase confirmed that well-tuned SPI

modules can exhibit non-exclusive competitive inhibition of excitatory subpopula-

tions, while also demonstrating stochastic state-switching.4 These are important

properties, the former because competition is integral to neural computation (see

[33] for the benefits of WTA-like competition, [18] for that of softer, divisive in-

hibition), the latter because state-switching is necessary to represent intermediate

probabilities in (0, 1). See Figure 3.2 for a spike raster plot of an SPI module’s

4That is, for the same input a module can from time to time switch the subpopulation with
highest activity.
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Figure 3.2: A spike raster plot showing spontaneous activity in an SPI network
over a duration of 500 ms. The two colour groupings indicate subpopulations
that code for different values of the same variable. Note that while activity is
dominated by the orange subpopulation, there are clear short intervals during which
the green subpopulation has higher activity. This represents a stochastic switch of
the variable value encoded by the population. Additionally, although activity is
competitive and nearly exclusive to one or the other subpopulation, there are also
periods during which both subpopulations are simultaneously active.

excitatory neurons that exhibits these phenomena.5

There are five connection types in this architecture:

1. P i–P j-type excitatory connections between excitatory pools of different mod-

ules. These connections have random synaptic delays, and are subject to

STDP as in Pecevski & Maass [43].

2. Ei
k–E

i
k-type recurrent excitatory connections,6 with fixed delays and fixed

weights.

3. P i–I i-type excitatory connections, with fixed delays and fixed weights.

4. I i–I i-type recurrent inhibitory connections, with fixed delays and fixed weights.

5. I i–P i-type inhibitory connections, with fixed delays and fixed weights.

5A spike raster plot is a temporal plot where neuron activity is represented by small vertical
bars coinciding with the time of spiking.

6In this context, “recurrent” refers to pairwise connections between neurons of the same pool.
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This categorisation achieves a 5-fold division of synaptic connections on the basis

of function, each of which are separately parametrised for the purpose of optimisa-

tion. Weights (or weight ranges) and connection probabilities are in this manner

separately specialised for every functional group. Note that there are no excitatory

connections between excitatory subpopulations of the same module.

SPI is a relevant alternative to the architecture proposed by Pecevski & Maass

because:

1. SPI uses soft inhibition, as opposed to WTA-like inhibition

2. SPI has sparse rather than all-to-all connections

3. SPI allows recurrent connectivity within subpopulations

4. SPI uses random synaptic delay between input and excitatory neurons, as

opposed to the zero delay assumed for the theoretical results in Pecevski &

Maass

All of these properties are biologically plausible desirables not present in the SAM

architecture suggested by Pecevski & Maass. Moreover, the first three have demon-

strably important consequences on the computational properties of spiking neural

networks [18, 29].

3.4 Hyperparameters

A tenet of this work is that there should be a clear distinction between the domains

of outer-loop and inner-loop optimisation. Whereas inner-loop optimisation deals

with the learning aspect of the algorithm, outer-loop optimisation should solely

be dedicated to the search problem—finding ideal inner-loop learning parameters.

The choice of hyperparameters evolved by the outer-loop optimiser is thus informed

by this distinction: the evolutionary algorithm must not optimise parameters that

are too granular, e.g. individual synaptic weights or biases, nor, ideally, should
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there be ad hoc variables unless there is a reasonable basis for them. All else being

equal, a parsimonious model with fewer parameters is preferable and biologically

more relevant.

To avoid combinatorial explosion, the number of hyperparameters must be kept

manageable. To this end, most of the variables selected for outer-loop optimisation

are global parameters that describe the broad structure of the network or that

control inner-loop learning. An interesting approach, however, is to divide the

neural network into functionally similar groupings, each with a unique set of pa-

rameters. Following on Section 3.3, some parameters may be related to connection

probabilities or weights between subpopulations. These subpopulations are distin-

guished on the basis of functional role, and having distinct variables for each is

justified on evidence from neurobiological data [3]. Indeed, recent publications on

similar architectures use different connection parameters between subpopulations

with different functional roles [18, 29]. Aside from subpopulation parameters, both

SAM and SPI modules in the complex joint estimation task require that input

be balanced on a per-module basis, demanding specialised variables for each (bias

baselines & maximum afferent weights; see Chapter 5). Although this was also

done in [43], it remains an open question as to how this specialisation could be

implemented in brain circuitry.

Both SAM and SPI models have several parameters that are evolvable. Owing

to unknown interactions between variables, a reasonably wide range of values over

which to optimise was decided upon in an initial testing phase after consulting

existing literature that proposes similar architectures (e.g. Jonke et al. [18] and

Pecevski & Maass [43]). Because of limited computational resources, however, some

parameter choices were made on the basis of compromise.7

SAM hyperparameters, along with the ranges over which their values could

evolve during outer-loop optimisation, are given in Table 3.1. All of the parameters

have the same meaning as in Pecevski & Maass, except where new variables are

7Such as the number of neurons per subpopulation in SPI networks.
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introduced:

• Bias baseline b−, a constant used in Equation 2.11 to shift the dynamic

intrinsic plasticity b.

• Weight baseline w−, a constant used in Equation 2.10 to shift the dynamic

synaptic plasticity w.

• T : Pecevski & Maass [43] introduces a further scaling factor T to Equations

2.5 and 2.6 for the purposes of the simulation only. In particular, the poten-

tiation part of the weight update becomes

Δw = e−T (w+w−) − 1, (3.1)

and bias updates become

Δb = τe−T (b+b−). (3.2)

• Relative bias update rate, R, which scales the learning rate of the bias update

upon spiking relative to the rate of continuous spike-independent bias decay

(Equation 2.7). Thus, Equation 3.2 is modified once more to become

Δb = Rτe−T (b+b−). (3.3)

A non-unitary value demonstrated better convergence in preliminary optimi-

sation tests.8

• First bias rate and second bias rate, η′0 and η′1 respectively. Pecevski & Maass

allows intrinsic plasticity to proceed at different rates, depending on biological

time since simulation start. In [43], the first bias rate is fixed for a training

duration of 600000 ms of biological time, at which point it discontinuously

jumps to the second bias rate. The training duration is therefore another

8Relative bias update rate was introduced by the present author.
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relevant parameter, but this is fixed for all simulations in the present work.

Some simulations, however, only have one bias rate.9

• Initial STDP rate and final STDP rate, η0 and η1 respectively. These vari-

ables are the extrinsic plasticity analogues to the first and second bias rates,

and are similarly affected by the training duration. Unlike intrinsic plastic-

ity, however, the learning rate governing weight updates changes linearly from

the initial to the final rate.10 After the training duration—immediately after

the final STDP rate is reached—extrinsic learning is stopped (that is, STDP

learning rate is set to 0), whereas bias learning continues at the second rate).

• Firing rate scaling coefficients c1 and c2. Pecevski & Maass assumed the

firing intensity given by Equation 2.1. These new coefficients, on the other

hand, introduce scaling variables so that the intensity equation becomes

ρ(t) = c1 exp(c2 · Vm(t)). (3.4)

c1 scales all probability calculations equally, while c2 effectively determines

the sharpness of the kink in the exponential curve at Vm = 0. Note that c1 re-

places the static 1/τ in Equation 2.1 to offer more control to the optimisation

algorithm.

Table 3.2 gives a list of outer-loop optimisable parameters of the SPI module

and their ranges. Most hyperparameters are reused from the SAM architecture.

The rest mainly deal with connectivity:11

• Connection probabilities ρPP , ρE, ρPI , ρI and ρIP . Recall that an SPI module

for a variable yi consists of an excitatory pool of neurons Pi and an inhibitory

9Those that do are specified.
10Hence the usage of “initial” and “final”, as opposed to “first” and “second”.
11Note that there is only one bias rate. Because of increased complexity, SPI simulations take

much longer than simulations of SAM networks, and training durations have to be cut. However,
this can be done in a way that minimises impact, as shall be described below. The upshot is that
there is only one bias rate for the entire training duration.
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Table 3.1: Evolvable hyperparameters of the SAM module

Hyperparameter Minimum Maximum
b− -40 0
w− -10 0
T 0 1
R 0.00001 1
η′0 0 0.1
η′1 0 0.1
η0 0 0.01
η1 0 0.01
c1 0 1
c2 0 5

pool Ii. The excitatory pool P i, in turn, contains multiple subpopulations

Ei
k, with one k for each possible value of the variable yi (see Figure 3.1). ρPP

is then the probability of forming P i–P j-type excitatory connections, ρE the

probability of forming recurrent Ei
k–E

i
k-type excitatory connections, ρPI the

probability of forming P i–I i-type excitatory connections, ρI the probability of

forming recurrent I i–I i-type inhibitory connections and PIP the probability

of forming I i–P i-type connections (see Section 3.3 for details about connec-

tion types). Note that connections are directed, so that we need reciprocal

variables PPI and PIP if we are to describe circular connectivity between the

two pools. Each probability variable PXY describes the pairwise probabil-

ity of establishing a connection between any two neurons picked randomly

from X and Y respectively. Thus, if X and Y both have 10 neurons and

PXY = 0.9, for instance, we expect 90 connections from X to Y .

• Maximum afferent connection weight wMAX, which determines the maximum

weight of an input connection into the excitatory pool of an SPI module. In

the more complex tasks, this variable is specialised for each module to help

balance activity from a variable number of input modules. Note that this

weight corresponds to P i–P j-type connections, which are dynamic through-

out the learning phase. Therefore, only the maximum possible weight is fixed
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Table 3.2: Evolvable hyperparameters of the SPI module

Hyperparameter Minimum Maximum
b− -50 0
w− -10 0
T 0 1
R 0.00001 1
η′ 0 0.1
η0 0 0.01
η1 0 0.01
c1 0 2
c2 0 4
ρPP 0 1
ρE 0 1
ρPI 0 1
ρI 0 1
ρIP 0 1
wMAX 0.01 8
wE 0 14
wPI 0 14
wI -14 0
wIP -14 0

as a hyperparameter.

• Fixed connection weights wE, wPI , wI and wIP . These weights correspond to

the remaining four connection types, which are initialised by the outer-loop

optimisation algorithm and stay fixed throughout the simulation. Note that

inhibitory connections are represented by negative weight values.

There are also fixed parameters which, while not optimisable, are relevant be-

cause outer-loop optimisation proceeds on the assumption of their given values.

These parameters are mainly reused from Pecevski & Maass, with the same se-

mantics and values for both SAM and SPI modules. Other fixed constants are

introduced to manage the increased complexity of SPI modules:

• PSP amplitude, which determines the size of the effect on membrane voltage

that each spike has on connected postsynaptic neurons.
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• Number of inhibitors [SAM only]. Each α-neuron in the SAM architecture

is connected to a fixed number of inhibitory neurons to achieve WTA-like

competition.

• Excitatory bias minimum bMIN and excitatory bias maximum bMAX, the min-

imum and maximum bias values that can be achieved in dynamic α-layer

neurons (SAM) or excitatory pool neurons (SPI).

• Weight maximum [SAM only]. Dynamic synapses in SAM modules (i.e. χ–α

connections) have a maximum weight, which helps in balancing input. This

value depends on the task (see Section 4.2).

• Learning time, the duration during which training samples are drawn from

the target distribution and presented to the module as spiking input. During

this time, STDP learning rate changes linearly from the initial to the final

learning rate. Bias, on the other hand, stays fixed throughout at the first

rate value, and jumps discontinuously to the second rate at the end of the

training duration.

• Neurons per subpopulation [SPI only], the number of neurons per SPI sub-

population.12 Note that an excitatory pool has 1 or more excitatory subpop-

ulations, but the inhibitory pool consists of only one subpopulation.

• Synaptic delay [SAM only]. This defines the fixed synaptic delay—that is,

the time it takes for a presynaptic spike to arrive at a postsynaptic neuron—

between each pair of connected neurons in the SAM architecture.

• Minimum and maximum input synaptic delay [SPI only]. Recall that input

synapses in SPI modules—that is, synapses impinging on excitatory pools

from other modules—have fixed random synaptic delays spread over a range

of time values. The minimum and maximum define this range.

12This number is highly constrained by execution time.
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• Fixed synaptic delay [SPI only]. Other synapses in SPI modules have a uni-

form fixed delay defined by this variable.

• Initial excitatory bias mean and standard deviation. Neurons in the α-layer

(SAM) or excitatory pools (SPI) are initialised with a random bias drawn

from a normal distribution with these parameters.

• Initial χ–α weight mean and standard deviation [SAM only]. Synapses con-

necting the input and α neurons in the SAM architecture are initialised with

a random weight drawn from a normal distribution with these parameters.

• α–inhibitors weight and α–ζ weight [SAM only]. These are large fixed weights

that trigger postsynaptic activity with near-certainty.

• Inhibitors–α weight [SAM only]. This determines the inhibitory strength—

hence the negative sign—of connections from inhibitors to α-neurons.

• Initial P–P -type weight mean and standard deviation [SPI only]. Inter-

module connections in SPI networks are initialised with a random weight

drawn from a normal distribution with these parameters.

• Inhibitory neuron bias, which determines the fixed bias of all inhibitory neu-

rons.

• Time constant τ , a value that is used in several contexts. It determines the

time window over which network states are measured, the refractory period

during which neurons are not allowed to fire, the duration of rectangular

PSPs, the firing intensity (Equation 2.1), the STDP time window (Equation

2.5), and bias updates (Equation 2.6).

• Injected inhibitory current (α/other). As described in Section 4.2, during

training a strong inhibitory current is injected into some populations to pre-

vent spiking (and to stop extrinsic plasticity changes in α-neurons).
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Table 3.3: Fixed parameters of the SAM module

Parameter Value
PSP amplitude 2 mV
Num. inhibitors 5
Exc. bias minimum -30
Exc. bias maximum 5
Weight maximum Various
Learning time 600 s (Task A), 300 s (Task B)
Synaptic delay Various
Initial exc. bias mean 5
Initial exc. bias std. 0.1
Initial χ–α weight mean 1.333 (Task B), 3.0 (Task A)
Initial χ–α weight std. 0.1
α–inhibitors weight 80.0
α–ζ weight 20.0
Inhibitors–α weight -7.0
Inh. neuron bias -10
Time constant τ 15 ms
Injected inh. current (α) -80 pA
Injected inh. current (other) -30 pA
Injected exc. current (other) 30 pA
Sample presentation time T 100 ms
Activity collection time Ds 2 s (Task A), 20 s (Task B)

• Injected excitatory current (other) [SAM only]. A positive external current

forces input neurons to fire during training.

• Sample presentation time, the duration (in biological time) for which each

independent sample from the target distribution is presented to the network

during the learning phase.

• Activity collection time. After training, network input is clamped (Task A;

see Sections 4.1 and 4.2) or entirely removed (Task B). Spiking activity in

the output layers (SAM) or excitatory pools (SPI) is then collected for this

duration to reconstruct the estimated conditional (Task A) or joint (Task B)

distributions.

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 give the fixed parameters of the SAM and SPI modules re-
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Table 3.4: Fixed parameters of the SPI module

Parameter Value
PSP amplitude 2 mV
Exc. bias minimum -30
Exc. bias maximum 5
Learning time 300 s
Neurons per subpopulation 8 (Task B), 10 (Task A)
Minimum input synaptic delay Various
Maximum input synaptic delay Various
Fixed synaptic delay Various
Initial exc. bias mean 5
Initial exc. bias std. 0.1
Initial P–P -type weight mean Various
Initial P–P -type weight std. 0.1
Inh. neuron bias -10
Time constant τ 10 ms
Injected inh. current -20 pA
Sample presentation time T 100 ms
Activity collection time Ds 2 s (Task A), 20 s (Task B)

spectively. Some of these parameters are equally applicable to both architectures,

with a few changes and additions. Note also that synaptic delay, while not op-

timisable by the outer-loop and fixed during any one run,13 takes various values

(as described in Section 4.2), in order to examine the effect of increasing delay.

Similarly for the other parameters whose value is given as “various”; these values

are specified later.

Variable encoding is highly dependent on the specific form of evolutionary al-

gorithm. In the case of GAs, it has been found that very simple techniques can

achieve highly competitive results when applied to neuroevolution problems. In

Such et al. [49], for instance, a simple combination of selection by means of trun-

cation and elitism, and mutation via addition of random normal noise—with no

crossover operation at all—resulted in performances that rival those of popular

reinforcement techniques in deep learning.

For this reason, it was decided to apply a relatively simple form of GA, de-

13Attempts to optimise delay gave too much variability in execution time of different individuals,
and sometimes resulted in stability issues.
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scribed generally in Section 2.8 and more specifically in Section 4.2. Aside from

the operations described below, this GA processes bit string representations of in-

dividuals, requiring suitable conversion between floating type hyperparameters and

binary strings. Preliminary tests using a straightforward conversion from binary

floating-point format ruled this method out on the basis of poor convergence: this

is expected because floating types are typically represented using 1 sign bit, 8 expo-

nent bits and 23 fraction bits,14 which has the consequence that flipping a bit in the

exponent part of a representation has a starkly different effect than flipping a bit

in the fraction part. Additionally, floating point values have higher resolution near

0. Assuming a common approach to both parts of the representation, as required

by the GA technique described in Section 4.2, is therefore unsatisfactory.

The problem is avoided if floating type variables are represented by converting

to a suitable integral value. This can be achieved by discretising the hyperparam-

eter space using the ranges in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Specifically, when required to

perform bit operations on floating type hyperparameters, the floating values are

first mapped to the nearest discrete step by the transformation

hn = round

(
UINT MAX · hf − hMIN

hMAX − hMIN

)
, (3.5)

where hn is the integral representation, UINT MAX is the maximum value repre-

sentable by unsigned integers, hf the original floating point variable, and hMIN and

hMAX the minimum and maximum value that the hyperparameter can take. This

transformation scales all hyperparameters into the range [0, UINT MAX]. The bit

string representation of hn is then used in subsequent bit string operations. To

recover the floating value of a bit string, the inverse of Equation 3.5 can be used.

This has the advantages of

1. Harmonising the effect of bit operations on all parts of the bit string and

giving unpreferential coverage of the search space.

14Or 1, 11 and 52 bits respectively in the case of double floating types. Kahan’s lecture on the
IEEE standard 754 for floating point representations gives a good overview [19].
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2. Reducing the explorable space to the region defined in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

This improves convergence if the optimal solution lies in that space.

3. Avoiding issues with spliced floating point binary representations that are

meaningless (NaNs), which would require special treatment. Indeed, every

bitwise recombination of two unsigned integers is also an unsigned integer.
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4. Experiments and Evaluation

4.1 Families of Tasks

Pecevski & Maass [43] describes two different tasks, for each of which a model with

hand-crafted weights is built and simulated. The current work does away with the

hand-crafted design and separately optimises the architecture of the SAM module

and the novel SPI architecture for best estimation performance on both tasks. The

tasks themselves, however, have the same structure as the published examples in

[43].

The tasks can be considered two specific instances of a generic density estima-

tion problem, referred to as Task A and B below:

4.1.1 Task A

Task A is a conditional probability density estimation task with one dependent

and two independent variables. All variables are binary. The target density can be

written as p(z|x1, x2). As in [43], since each SAM module estimates one conditional

density, a single module suffices for the estimation. Similarly, only one SPI module

is required. This is the easier of the two tasks, requiring fewer hyperparameters

and therefore a smaller search space. Pecevski & Maass gives one specific instance

of this density, its source joint distribution given in Table 4.1 and visualised in
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Figure 4.1: Target joint distribution (grey) and generative model approximation
(cyan), for a z variable associated with two x variables. p(z = 1,x) and p(z = 2,x)
are plotted separately for clarity. From [43].

Table 4.1: Sample target distribution for Task A

p∗(x1, x2, z = 1) p∗(x1, x2, z = 2)
x1 = 1, x2 = 1 0.04 0.04
x1 = 1, x2 = 2 0.21 0.21
x1 = 2, x2 = 1 0.04 0.21
x1 = 2, x2 = 2 0.21 0.04

Figure 4.1,1 which it then uses to test SAM performance. Note that given a target

joint distribution p∗(x, z), it is easy to calculate the conditional distribution p∗(z|x)
using basic manipulations:

p∗(z|x) = p∗(x, z)
p∗(x)

=
p∗(x, z)∑
z p
∗(x, z)

(4.1)

Below, Section 4.2 will explain how the same distribution is also used in our eval-

uation, for continuity with [43].

1In being bimodal, the specific distribution given in Pecevski & Maass is not trivial. Indeed,
the paper describes how bimodal mixtures are more difficult to learn than unimodal distributions,
therefore requiring more neurons in the hidden layer.
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Figure 4.2: Stimuli from the visual task experiment. Both panels have identical
shading profiles in the horizontal direction, but the top panel is perceived as two flat
halves with the area immediately left of the centre line appearing to have a lower
reflectance than the area immediately to the right. The bottom panel is perceived as
two cylindrical surfaces with equal reflectance. The 3D shape effectively “explains
away” the competing cause: different surface reflectances. Adapted from [43].

4.1.2 Task B

Task B is a joint probability density estimation task based on what Pecevski &

Maass refers to as a “visual explaining away problem”. The task models an exper-

iment from the field of visual perception, first described in Knill & Kersten [24].

Figure 4.2 gives the two stimuli that set up the experiment. The problem can be

modelled by a Bayesian network with four variables, where two variables y1 and

y2, representing relative reflectance and 3D shape reflectively, are independent; y3,

shading, dependent on both y1 and y2; and y4, contour, dependent solely on y2.

The full joint distribution can then be formally written as

p∗(y1, y2, y3, y4) ≡ p∗(y1) · p∗(y2) · p∗(y3|y1, y2) · p∗(y4|y2), (4.2)

and represented by the Bayesian network shown in Figure 4.3. One SAM module—

or one SPI module—can represent one variable’s conditional dependence on other

variables. Every conditional dependence needs to be accounted for. Pecevski &

Maass [43] explains how for any variable yi, the entire set of variables {yj : j �= i}
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Figure 4.3: Bayesian network that models the visual explaining away problem.
SAM and SPI modules can be combined recursively in a structure analogous to
that of the Bayesian network in order to learn dependencies. From [43].

Table 4.2: Sample target probability distribution for Task B

p∗(y3 = 2|y1 = 1, y2) p∗(y3 = 2|y1 = 2, y2) p∗(y4|y2)
y2 = 1 0.13 0.87 0.13
y2 = 2 0.87 0.13 0.87

can be used as the dependency set of yi; technically, a SAM module can in this case

still approximate the target conditional dependencies, albeit inefficiently. Knowl-

edge of a problem’s Bayesian network representation gives us an advantage, how-

ever. In this case, each variable can be conditioned on its Markov blanket only,

which proves far more efficient for learning purposes [43].2 This gives a structure of

network connections analogous to the Bayesian network, with additional dependen-

cies from the Markov blankets as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Task B, then, requires

a recursive combination of SAM or SPI modules. [43] uses a specific target joint

probability distribution of this form, given in Table 4.2. Note that in this instance,

p∗(y1) = p∗(y2) = 0.5. We will also use this specific target distribution in our

evaluation.

Aside from the specific instances of the distributions from Task A and B, the

current work will also generate target distributions of the same algebraic form,

2For any node in a Bayesian network, the Markov blanket is defined as: its parents, children,
and the other parents of its children.
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Figure 4.4: SAM or SPI modules need to be arranged recursively into this structure.
Each module is fed input from the Markov blanket of the variable it represents.
Note the structural similarity with the Bayesian network in Figure 4.3. Reproduced
from [43].

consisting of mixtures of discrete uni-modal components with randomly drawn

parameters. These will be used in generalisation tests.

4.2 Simulations

Step 4 in Section 3.2 is where core simulation and optimisation work occurs. The

simulations are a suite of experiments that optimise the performance of our neural

networks against Task A or B, using different evolutionary techniques as described

in Section 2.8. The experiments are also concerned with evaluating the effect of

increased synaptic delay on the quality of density estimation. All experiments, one

way or another, evaluate some aspect of the use of these SNNs as generative or

discriminative models, and can therefore be said to have the general form described

in Algorithm 1. Evaluation is explained in depth in Section 4.3.

Simulations are implemented in interoperable Python and C++, extending

third-party tool NEST [26]—a “highly scalable simulator for networks of point

or few-compartment spiking neuron models”. NEST is cited extensively by com-

putational neuroscience publications, and provides in its core DLL fast CPU-based

simulation of popular neuron and synapse models, easily extendible with third-
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Algorithm 1 Simulation Overview

Θ ← initial random configurations
performances ← ∅
while end condition not met do

F ← ∅
for θ ∈ Θ do

Either, evaluation type 1: discriminative performance pθ
Or, evaluation type 2: generative performance pθ
performances ← performances ∪ {pθ}
Calculate fitness f(θ) = f(pθ)
F ← F ∪{f(θ)}

Θ ← Evolve(Θ, F)

party models and permitting the use of distributed computing resources for re-

duced execution time. It also comes with Python bindings as PyNEST, which

allows the researcher to build and manipulate networks and to connect signal gen-

erators and voltmeters in a straightforward manner mimicking electrophysiological

experiments.

The neuron and synapse models used in this thesis required extension of core

NEST functionality: the stochastic integrate-and-fire neuron with α-shaped PSP

and intrinsic plasticity (Section 2.3), and the tractable variant of STDP synapses

(Section 2.4). Both SAM and SPI architectures, moreover, were crafted in Python

as a modular layer on top of PyNEST functionality extended with the newly added

models in core NEST. The experiments, evolutionary algorithms, and evaluation

techniques were extensions to a learning-to-learn package called LTL used inter-

nally by the Graz research team, which handles the optimisation loop and data

management. Figure 4.5 illustrates the nested architecture of the implementation.

Except where noted, all simulations are run with a temporal resolution of 0.1

ms. EA specifics and experiments are described below in separate subsections.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the simulation architecture. NEST, PyNEST and LTL
are third-party tools or packages; the other units are extensions implemented by
the author.

4.2.1 Evolutionary algorithm specifics

This work applies two evolutionary algorithms separately for comparative purposes:

genetic algorithms (GA) and natural evolutionary strategies (NES).

Specifically, GA applies all three operators (unlike [49], which skips recombina-

tion), described below:

• Tournament selection. From a population size of 200 individuals, a subset of

20 individuals is selected randomly for a tournament, from each of which the

single fittest individual is picked. Tournament selection is repeated until all

parents for crossover are chosen.

• Two-point crossover. Selected individuals are split mechanically into two

halves, and every subsequent pair from the respective halves is mated. During

mating, there is a crossover probability of 0.5. If crossover does occur, the

chromosomes of the two parents are spliced together as described in Section

2.8, with two randomly chosen bits between which the code of one parent is

swapped with that from the second parent, and vice-versa. Otherwise, the

parents are cloned unmodified as offspring.

• Bit-flip mutation. Every bit in the bit-string representation of the individual

is independently flipped with a mutation probability of 0.05. For the specific
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combination of SAM & Task A, a mutation probability of 0.01 applies.3

The three operators are applied over 20 generations, giving a total of 4000 individ-

uals per run.

NES as proposed by Wierstra et al. [54] has the advantage of requiring very few

parameters. It is mainly self-administering. It does, however, require the learning

rate η and population size λ along with the number of generations. Aside from these

parameters, it also requires the initial search distribution parameters—μ and Σ—

which in our case are simply set to the vector of midpoints of the hyperparameter

ranges, and half of the ranges respectively (see Section 3.4 for the tables).4

The specific NES parameters are listed in the experimental results section,

because they vary between experiments. Two points, however, influenced the choice

of parameters:

1. Since NES exploits the fitness of distributions in parameter space, rather

than specific individuals, it is intrinsically better suited for stochastic mea-

surements of fitness than other optimisation techniques (including GA). Thus,

motivated also by resource limitations, this obviated the need for repeated

fitness measurements to give more efficient optimisation runs. The flip side

to this is that although NES can very well handle noisy individual mea-

surements and still manage to improve distribution fitness over generations,

individual solutions per se are still subject to noise. After optimisation runs,

therefore, to present a fairer comparison with the results from GA (which,

in contrast, use repeated measurements), the best mean generation fitness is

also reported. The mean fitness averages out stochastic effects and is closer

to what one expects of individuals sampled from close to the best individual.

2. NES takes relatively longer to converge.5 This would have eliminated NES

3The lower mutation rate gave better convergence during preliminary runs.
4We assume a multinormal distribution.
5This was confirmed in preliminary runs with small learning rates. Multidimensional bench-

marks and neuroevolution applications in the literature routinely report thousands or tens of
thousands of iterations [50, 54].
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on financial and practical grounds, but high learning rates between 0.5 and

1.0 proved useful here.

These parameters and operator choices were decided upon after preliminary

testing.6 Among other GA operators tested were one-point crossover and random

crossover, also described in Section 2.8. Mutation probabilities ranged between

0.001 and 0.05 during testing. However, it must be noted that since evaluation

requires simulation of complex dynamics, it is very compute intensive—demanding

up to several minutes for each individual—and owing to time restrictions resulted

in limited exploration of different EA parameter combinations. Population and

generation sizes are similarly limited because of experiment execution time.

4.2.2 Baseline experiment

In the baseline experiment, the sample distributions from Pecevski & Maass [43]—

Tables 4.1 and 4.2—are used as target densities in Tasks A and B, respectively.

Only the SAM architecture from the publication is optimised, but both GA and

NES are separately applied for comparative reasons. The purpose of this experi-

ment is to measure the optimal KL divergences that can be achieved at different

synaptic delays and therefore, to deduce the effect of incrementally increased delay

on performance.7 A second purpose of the experiment is to compare these opti-

mal performances with the performances reported in [43]. Keeping in mind that

the models in Pecevski & Maass were hand-crafted, as opposed to optimised by

evolutionary algorithm, it is possible that even with non-zero delay SAM model

performance exceeds that reported in [43]. A third, minor, motivating factor is to

understand whether optimal hyperparameter values differ greatly between models

optimised at different synaptic delays. In fulfilling these purposes, this experiment

tackles the third objective given in Section 3.1.

Unfortunately, NEST does not allow 0-delay synapses, which precludes perfect

6And consultation of general heuristics in the field.
7For consistency with existing research we shall use KL divergence as the main metric.
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replication of the experiment in Pecevski & Maass. With its ideal connectivity,

Pecevski & Maass achieves a performance in line with theoretical assumptions

(see Section 2.5).8 However, NEST does allow a user-specified non-zero delay,

irrespective of how small it is.

For the purposes of Task A, we measure the performance of a single SAM

module at reconstructing the conditional target distribution from which samples

are drawn. Each evaluation consists of generating a SAM module with the specified

parameters, running the simulation for a fixed biological period, measuring the

module’s learned distribution from its activity, and calculating the KL divergence

between the estimated and target distribution.

Algorithm 2 gives the general evaluation sequence in pseudocode, which also

applies to Task A.9 During network generation, α-neurons are initialised with a

bias drawn randomly from a normal distribution with the parameters given in

Table 3.4.10 Training samples 〈x1, x2, z〉 from the target distribution are exposed

to the network via a population code as described in Section 2.5: specifically, input

neurons that do not encode for any value of x1 or x2 are artificially inhibited by

a negative external current (given in Table 3.4), along with α-neurons that do not

code for the right value of z. Each sample is presented for a short fixed period of

time (100 ms, in line with Pecevski & Maass), during which plasticity is allowed to

proceed in accordance with Equations 2.7, 3.1 and 3.3. Maximum weight allowable

is 5.0. During the training period, which is reduced from 1200 seconds in [43] to 600

seconds for practical reasons, the synaptic plasticity learning rate changes linearly

from the initial to the final STDP rate (these are hyperparameters; see Section

3.4), reaching the final rate halfway through the training period (at 300 s), after

which it is halted. Intrinsic plasticity (bias) rate, on the other hand, stays fixed

at the first rate until the halfway mark, at which point it switches to the second

8More on this later, too.
9In the case of Task A, we measure the discriminative performance of the network.

10Different runs can therefore generate networks with slightly different connectivity, even if the
hyperparameters are identical.
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rate.11 At the end of the full training period, all plasticity is halted and, for every

possible combination of inputs 〈x1, x2〉, ζ-layer activity is collected while the input

neurons are clamped to the current that encodes the input combination. At this

point, activity is freely allowed in the α-layer without external inhibition—WTA-

like competition arises out of the structure of the network, whenever an α-neuron

fires. The estimated distribution is then reconstructed from the collected activity

and used to estimate the network’s performance pθ. This evaluation sequence is

more or less common to all experiments, with some variations that are noted.

Algorithm 2 Evaluation

Generate network N from configuration θ
Assign target distribution p∗ externally
X ← all possible input combinations
t ← 0
while t < learning time T do

s ← 〈x, z〉 sampled from p∗

Reset currents with population code of s
Simulate for sample presentation time Δt
Update learning rates
t ← current simulation time

Halt plasticity
if evaluation type discriminative then

for combination x of input values in X do
Reset currents with population code of input x
Collect spiking activity over duration Ds

else if evaluation type generative then
Reset currents to 0
Collect spiking activity over duration Ds

Calculate estimated distribution p from activity
pθ ← DKL(p||p∗)

Task B requires the careful creation of interconnections between modules as

shown in Figure 4.4, each of which models the dependency of one variable on its

Markov blanket. The maximum allowable weights depend on the module, with α

synapses in modules encoding variables y1, y2 and y3 permitted to reach a value

of 4, while those encoding variable y4 ranging up to 2. These choices were made

11These idiosyncrasies of learning follow from Pecevski & Maass.
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to balance input, and also follow from [43]. The simulation proceeds in a fairly

similar way to that of Task A above, and thus follows the outline in Algorithm

2—the major difference being that this experiment measures the generative perfor-

mance of the network, rather than discriminative performance. For this purpose,

the network’s spontaneous activity is allowed to proceed uninhibited without ex-

ternal forcing currents for a relatively long duration Ds (20000 ms), and the joint

distribution, not the conditional distribution, is measured and compared with the

target. Another difference is that the second half of the training period—during

which only intrinsic plasticity applies in Task A—is discarded, reducing the total

run to 300 s of biological time in Task B. Note, however, that as shown in Chapter

5, this has negligible effect on results, because the strongest adjustments occur

early during training.

Since both tasks are stochastic in nature, every individual is evaluated 10 times

(Task A) or 5 times (Task B)12 and the mean KL divergence assumed to be the final

fitness. The synaptic delays tested in this experiment are in logarithmic increments

ranging between 0.1 ms and 2.0 ms, for both Tasks A and B.13 For the GA run,

there are two tasks, five delay values, 10 (or 5, in case of Task B) evaluations

per individual, and 4000 individuals per optimisation run, giving a total of 300000

evaluations. By contrast, NES required fewer evaluations per run (see Section

5.1 for the experimental NES parameters), with a total of 76800 evaluations. This

experiment runs up to a grand total of 376800 evaluations. Given that on a modern

cloud CPU core Task A evaluations run for about 30-40 seconds each and that Task

B evaluations run up to about 2.5 minutes each, this gives a total serial execution

time of about 8500 hours, or 355 days.14 This excludes overhead.

As far as allowable by the simulator, fixed parameters are preserved from

Pecevski & Maass [43] in order to reconstruct the original density estimation algo-

12The number of trials are reduced in Task B owing to the increased duration of simulation
runs of that task.

13There are five delay values.
14Parallel computing rescued this infeasible outcome.
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rithm in the inner-loop in both tasks.

4.2.3 Generalisability experiment

This experiment tests the limits of generalisability of both architectures, SAM and

SPI. The sample distributions from Pecevski & Maass [43] are done away with and

replaced by randomly parametrised distributions of the same form. For this pur-

pose, a real number is drawn randomly from [0, 1] for every value combination,15

and then normalised by the sum of all draws. Instead of repeated evaluations of

one individual on the target distribution (as in the baseline experiment above), the

individual is evaluated on the same number of differently parametrised distribu-

tions. Note, however, that although randomly parametrised, the distributions are

preserved between individuals, so that each individual can be tested on the same

targets.

Specifically, the prime purpose of this experiment is to test whether SAM and

SPI architectures can suitably estimate multiple distributions, in both Task A and

B variants, assuming one set of parameters but separate training runs on each

distribution. A secondary purpose is to understand which of the architectures,

after optimisation through evolution, generalises better to unseen distributions. A

third purpose is to test whether SAM or SPI networks optimised only on the sample

distributions from Pecevski & Maass (given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2) achieve worse

performance—as expected—once they are tested on unseen distributions, compared

to networks that have been trained on multiple distributions. In evaluating SPI,

aside from SAM, this group of experiments fulfils the first two objectives given in

Section 3.1. First, it solves the optimisation problem (both SAM and SPI); second,

it pushes biological plausibility by testing the SPI architecture explained in Section

3.3 and evaluating to what extent, if any, these changes affect the performance of

the network when compared to SAM.

Algorithms 1 & 2 apply. The experimental outline described in Section 4.2.2

15With four binary variables, for example, there are 16 combinations.
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is also still applicable for both tasks, except that the target distributions are now

randomly parametrised. In addition, however, the generalisability test requires an

additional process: once the optimal parameters for both SAM and SPI are es-

tablished, each optimal configuration is tested on a set of unseen distributions to

determine generalisability. Algorithm 3 illustrates the optimisation and generalis-

ability test in pseudocode, collecting the generalisation performance as the metric

p̂θm : the arithmetic average of the KL divergences on the unseen distributions.16

Algorithm 3 Optimisation & Generalisability

Run Algorithm 1, assuming n random distributions
Optimal θm ← θ ∈ Θ s.t. f(θ) = max(F )
Pθm ← ∅
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} do

Generate unseen distribution p∗

pθm ← Evaluate(θm, p
∗) (Algorithm 2)

Pθm ← Pθm ∪ {pθm}
p̂θm ← avg(Pθm)

For this experiment, we use the following fixed parameters:17

• Synaptic delay [SAM] & fixed synaptic delay [SPI]—0.2 ms

• Weight maximum [SAM]—5 (Task A); 4, 4, 4, and 2 for modules encoding

variables y1, y2, y3 and y4 respectively (as in Section 4.2.2)

• Minimum input synaptic delay & maximum input synaptic delay [SPI]—0.1

ms & 0.3 ms. Recall that SPI networks have a uniformly distributed input

(P–P -type connection) synaptic delay value. Thus, the expected delay value

is midway between extremes, which makes 0.1 and 0.3 ms a fair choice for

comparison with SAM architectures with a fixed delay of 0.2 ms.

• Initial P–P -type weight mean [SPI]—wMAX, varying between individuals

16Note that this procedure is equivalent to having a training set of n distributions and a test
set of another n distributions.

17Which are unspecified in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
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All SPI evaluations used a training period of 300 s. There are two evolutionary

techniques, two architectures, two tasks, 10 evaluations per individual (Task A) or 5

(Task B). GA had 4000 individuals per run, and the NES parameters varied between

tasks and architectures (see Section 5.2 for details). Number of evaluations during

optimisation runs up to 427200, and another 60 evaluations for the generalisability

tests. Testing SAM and SPI networks trained only on the sample distributions

from Pecevski & Maass [43] for generalisability requires a few more evaluations. In

all, the serial execution time ignoring overhead runs up to about the same number

as in the baseline experiment above, 8500 hours or ∼355 days.

4.2.4 Sensitivity to perturbations

A minor objective of this work is to derive the sensitivity of the optimal configu-

ration to perturbations in its parameters. A quick and dirty way to achieve this

without running further experiments is to use the results from NES runs. NES iter-

atively updates a search distribution π(z|θ), as described in Section 2.8. The mean

μ of π—assuming a multinormal distribution N (μ,Σ)—indicates the optimal cen-

ter according to NES, and is therefore of relevance mainly to the other experiments

above. The covariance matrix Σ, on the other hand, is of key importance here:

it quantifies the search spread within parameter space. A low-variance spread in

some parameter direction around the optimum indicates a parameter sensitive to

small perturbations, whereas high variance indicates low sensitivity. Additionally,

covariance between different parameters can be useful to expose search distribu-

tions that are not parallel to variable axes, but the variant of NES used in this

thesis retains only the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. Thus, only the

variances of the multinormal search distribution can be used.
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4.2.5 Network state interpretation

Section 2.5 describes some of the theoretical considerations behind network state

interpretation. For the purpose of mapping network states onto variable values, we

need to distinguish between interpreting a network’s activity for its discriminative

performance (Task A) on the one hand, and interpreting a network’s activity for

its generative performance (Task B) on the other hand.

It is straightforward to determine a single module’s discriminative performance:

we follow the example of Pecevski & Maass, which clamps the network inputs to

the correct combination of values and simply counts output spikes in the output

layer (SAM) or excitatory subpopulations (SPI). The relative frequency of firing

in the neurons or subpopulations coding for different values directly determines

the relative probability of those different output values, conditioned on the specific

input. This is done exhaustively for all the input combinations (e.g. in the case of

two binary predictors, there will be 4 input combinations).

With generative performance, however, the task is less straightforward. In this

case, several modules are connected together (as explained in Section 4.1) and the

spike counting method above cannot be used. This is because the input to any

module can change from one instant to another, as determined by the activity of

all the other modules. One must, therefore, determine the network state at regular

intervals by splitting the activity into short segments of time and extracting the

instantaneous network state from the resulting windows of activity.

The assumption in Pecevski et. al., upon which this work builds, is that in the

SAM architecture variables are encoded using population coding in such a way that

each neuron in the input layer corresponds to exactly one value of one variable.

Moreover, the design of the network—with WTA inhibition built into the hidden

layer and the refractory period τ coinciding with the duration of PSP effects—

implies that in the ideal scenario explored in [43], only one neuron in the hidden

layer fires at any one time, and the next neuron to fire is forced to wait for at

least τ ms. This ensures that in the output layer only one neuron can fire within
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the time window, which is very convenient since it preserves the simple population

code in the output layer, in addition to the input layer.

Practically speaking, however, non-zero synaptic delay introduces a complica-

tion in the SAM architecture: as shall be described in Section 6.1, finite delay

allows multiple neurons to fire within a time window τ , violating the assumption

of a clean population code in the output layer that conforms to the at-most-one

behaviour of the input layer. Although these states may be thought of as “invalid”

within the specific paradigm of population coding explored in Pecevski & Maass,

these are likely to be found in biological neural circuitry, where synaptic delay and

their connective structure prevent ideal, WTA-like competition. As has been shown

through experiment, it is probable that areas downstream from sensory regions of

the brain can react to certain stimuli after only a single spike is received [6], which

implies that little information, if any, is ignored. Although two spikes from differ-

ent regions may arrive within close proximity, their relative timing may indicate

relative degrees of activation in the upstream areas and is therefore informative: re-

gions that are strongly stimulated tend to activate quicker than weakly stimulated

regions. An option, therefore, is to assume that in the case of multiple spikes from

competing neurons the first neuron to fire is the relevant one. Nevertheless, this

permits another category of state that does not arise under theoretical conditions:

the zero state, where none of the neurons representing a variable fires for a long

duration. Valid and zero states alike need to be captured for analysis.

In our case of SAM with non-zero delay, network states are interpreted in this

manner: the spiking activity of the module’s output layer is split into consecutive

time windows of duration τ . If only one spike happened during some time window,

the value of that module’s variable z is assigned to the value represented by the

neuron that spiked for the duration τ—in effect, neuron ζk sets variable z = k

for τ ms when it spikes. If no output neuron spiked, that state is considered a

“zero state”, and if more than one neuron spiked, only the first one to do so is
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retained.18 See Algorithm 4. After iterating through all modules and all time

windows, the dictionary S holds the state counts for all variable combinations that

occurred during the collection run. The estimated distribution can then simply be

reconstructed by normalising the counts by the total count of time windows.

Algorithm 4 State interpretation - SAM

t ← 0
Zero state count s0 ← 0
Dictionary of state:count pairs S ← {}
for spiking activity in [t, t+ τ ] do

for variable yi in set of variables do
N i ← neurons that encode for yi

if none of N i spiked then
s0 ← s0 + 1
y ← 0

else
k ← index s.t. N i

k is the first neuron to spike
yi ← k

Build tuple s of variable values {yj : j in set of indices}
S[s] ← S[s] + 1
t ← t+ τ

Normalise each value in S by |S|

Unless specified, wherever reference is made to “performance” or “fitness”, it

specifically means the average (negative) KL divergence from the estimate p(y; θ)

to the target p∗(y),19 i.e. DKL(p
∗||p), where the estimate distribution also includes

the zero states referred to above. These zero states do not exist in the target distri-

bution, hence reducing performance whenever present in the estimate. Pecevski &

Maass and other publications, however, often ignore zero states by simply count-

ing firing rates or using temporal kernels to smooth activity over time, effectively

removing the possibility of zero states—it is fairer, then, to use the estimated dis-

tribution with its zero states truncated and renormalised in certain cases. The KL

divergence from this truncated and renormalised estimate to the target shall be re-

18In the marginal case where multiple neurons spike at the same instant—artificially possible
because of discretisation in the simulation—the choice is made arbitrarily.

19Or their conditional counterparts.
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ferred to as valid-state divergence. If we need to distinguish this from performance

as originally stated, we shall refer to the latter as whole-state divergence.

The SPI architecture introduces stronger deviations from the population code

seen in [43]. WTA-like competition is replaced by “soft” inhibition as reported

in Jonke et al. [18] and Legenstein et al. [29]. In this scenario, it is not sensible

to interpret states with the rigid formalism used with SAM above. In particular,

because of the larger population count and softer inhibition, multiple neurons are

expected to spike within close proximity of each other; moreover, neurons from

different excitatory subpopulations can be simultaneously active (Figure 3.2 gives a

raster plot of activity which illustrates these dynamics). Instead, we shall interpret

the network activity by smoothing spike activity and setting variables to the index

of the subpopulation with strongest activity, i.e. the subpopulation with the highest

smoothed firing rate. It is noteworthy that Pecevski & Maass interprets network

states similarly when dealing with spontaneous activity in the visual perception

example (Task B in Section 4.1); specifically, it uses smoothed firing rates in place

of the variable assignment scheme described previously. It achieves this by first

convolving the discrete spike trains coding for each value with an α-shaped kernel,

t/τ exp(−t/τ), and then using the resulting trace to determine the instantaneous

network state. As in Pecevski & Maass, we shall use a rise/decay constant τ = 100

ms. This is outlined in Algorithm 5.

Note that zero states are highly unlikely, under this interpretation, and can for

all intents and purposes be ignored.20 Invalid states are likewise highly unlikely,

happening only in the remote possibility that two spike trains coding for different

values of the same variable have a long sequence of identical activity stretching

over hundreds of milliseconds. Thus, they can also be safely ignored.

Table 4.3 summarises the different interpretation methods for clarity and con-

venience.

20They are only possible at the very beginning before the first spike occurs, or during prolonged
(longer than a second) periods with no activity.
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Algorithm 5 State interpretation - SPI

Split activity into variable-value spike trains Si
j

T i
j ← result of convolving Si

j with t/τ exp(−t/τ)
t ← 0
Zero state count s0 ← 0
Dictionary of state:count pairs S ← {}
while t < tf do

for variable yi in set of variables do
k ← index s.t. T i

k(t) has highest activity
yi ← k

Build tuple s of variable values {yj : j in set of indices}
S[s] ← S[s] + 1
t ← t+ τ

Normalise each value in S by |S|

Table 4.3: Network interpretation methods

SAM SPI
Task A spike counting spike counting
Task B segmentation (Alg. 4) smoothing & segmentation (Alg. 5)

4.3 Evaluation

This work has multiple evaluative strategies, depending on the objective being

assessed. The metric at the heart of all evaluations, however, is the KL divergence

(see Section 2.6), used as fitness for the purpose of optimisation:21

• At a fundamental level, the work is successful if optimisation of SAM config-

urations demonstrates that learning performance can be improved over the

baseline reported in Pecevski & Maass [43] on the density estimation tasks

described therein (Tasks A & B), when the networks are only trained on the

sample distributions. This requires running the simulations described in Sec-

tion 4.2.2. Final performance at the end of the simulated period is of key

relevance.

• At a higher level, the work is successful if it can demonstrate generalisability

over a wider range of probabilistic inference or generative modelling tasks

21Technically, optimisation maximises fitness, which is defined as negative divergence.
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(Section 4.2.3), either by finding a common configuration that performs well

on different distributions, or by discovering common principles that circum-

scribe ideal architectures. For instance it might be possible, using a suitably

scaled-up neural network, to approximate a wide range of simple probability

distributions. Then this architecture could be perceived as a basic generative

building block in the neural apparatus. Furthermore, it would make ex-

perimentally testable predictions about the existence of such building blocks.

Success can be evaluated in terms of performance on a range of inference tasks

(Task A) carried out by the common architecture, or by a recursive combina-

tion of modules (Task B) as in the visual perception experiment in Pecevski

& Maass. In this case, networks are trained on multiple target distributions,

and then tested on another set of unseen distributions. Generalisability is

evaluated in terms of mean final KL divergence on the unseen distributions.

Another assessment related to generalisability depends on describing the ef-

fect of applying the neural configurations optimised only for performance

on the sample distributions to unseen distributions; it is expected that they

perform poorly compared to the models optimised for general performance.

• The work is also successful if it can integrate the realistic biological properties

discussed in Section 3.3. The architecture proposed for this purpose is the

SPI module. Biological plausibility is relevant because it demonstrates that

in principle the brain can implement probabilistic inference and generative

modelling in neural microcircuitry in the manner described.22 This can be

evaluated by considering the performance impact of introducing these biolog-

ical phenomena, in terms of final KL divergence and speed of convergence,

keeping in mind that a small negative impact does not necessarily translate

into failure.

• Short-delay configurations are relevant to the field of hardware. Recently,

22Whether it actually does can be experimentally determined.
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neuromorphic implementations of SNNs have started to pick up (e.g. SpiN-

Naker [10] and IBM’s TrueNorth [37], with research supported by DARPA

[9]). Unlike biological circuitry, these implementations require non-zero but

small synaptic delays, on the order of microseconds. Thus, good performance

at low synaptic delays is another success criterion.

• A final success criterion is achieved if we can successfully deduce and describe

any overarching trends in performance as problem parameters change. This

is especially important with respect to the effect of synaptic delay. It is

possible, for instance, that performance degrades more gracefully as synaptic

delay is increased in the case of SPI, as opposed to SAM. Demonstrating this

would have biological implications.

It is possible to undertake some work in the direction of the second LTL directive

(step 6 in Section 3.2). Since the simulation can be repeated for several different

combinations of task parameters and configurations, it may provide an opportunity

to spot commonalities or trends. An interesting possibility, for instance, is that

some optimal hyperparameters remain invariant to problem structure or size, or

that hyperparameters and problem parameters (such as delay) covary at known

rates.

4.3.1 Datasets

All evaluation is against synthetic target distributions, with parameters generated

randomly (see Section 4.2.3) or matched with those found in Pecevski & Maass

(Section 4.2.2). The procedure for generating these distributions is detailed in the

respective experiment sections (see Section 4.1), with key target distributions from

Pecevski & Maass documented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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5. Results

This section follows the outline of experiments described in Section 4.2, with a view

to satisfying the evaluative criteria listed in Section 4.3.

5.1 Baseline Experiment

Zero transmission delay is necessary in some neural sampling scenarios [42], with

several published theoretical models built on this assumption. Although it is not

explicitly stated, the paper upon which this work is based makes this assumption

as well (see Section 2.5 and Section 4.2.5). It is therefore an additional challenge

to replicate or improve on the results from Pecevski & Maass [43] without the

assumption of zero delay. This is achieved with some limitations discussed below.

5.1.1 Task A

Task A uses a single SAM module as inner-loop optimiser to learn the probabilistic

dependence of one binary variable on two other binary variables. The single target

probability distribution learned by the module is given in Table 4.1.

Optimisable hyperparameters and most fixed parameters are given in Section

3.4. Experiment-specific fixed parameters are given in Section 4.2.2. Most pa-

rameters of the algorithm are matched as closely as possible to the parameters

in Pecevski & Maass, with a notable exception being total learning time, reduced
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Table 5.1: Optimal performances: baseline, Task A

Delay (ms)
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

GA 0.0032 0.0044 0.0168 0.0219 0.0203 0.0259
NESa 0.0010 0.0009 0.0017 0.0015 0.0029 0.0056
NESb 0.0045 0.0044 0.0103 0.0095 0.0203 0.0274

from 1200 seconds to 600 seconds,1 and delay, which is set to various values. PSPs

are additive, with a rectangular profile having a width of τ=15 ms.

Optimised via GA runs of 20 generations with 200 individuals each, and NES

runs with a population size of 192, a learning rate of 1.0, and 80 generations (the

rest of the parameters are listed in Section 4.2.1), the best performances at each

of the delay values are given in Table 5.1. Note that performance is in terms of

mean KL divergence of 10 repeated evaluations against the same sample distri-

bution found in Pecevski & Maass [43]; that is, we are comparing the estimated

conditional density p(z|x1, x2; θ) with the target density p∗(z|x1, x2). Since KL di-

vergence measures “mismatch” between target and estimated distributions, smaller

KL values indicate better performance (see Section 4.2.5 for details on performance-

related nomenclature). In the table, bold numbers mark the best performances of

each optimisation algorithm. Also note that in addition to the list of five delay

values listed in Section 4.2.2, another delay value of 0.05 ms is tested for com-

parative purposes.2 Finally, note that NESa reports the best individual fitness at

the end of the run, while NESb is the best mean fitness—the mean fitness of the

best generation. For comparison with GA performance, NESb is a fairer value, as

explained in Section 4.2.1.

The slight reduction in GA-optimal performance from 0.5 ms to 1.0 ms notwith-

standing, there is an overall negative relationship between delay and performance

for both GA and NES results: as expected, longer delay introduces increasing

1This follows the fact that according to [43] most learning is done by 300 s.
2A simulation time step of 0.05 ms was used for this delay value only. Temporal resolution

can affect the accuracy of spike timing, and therefore, by extension, final performance. However,
differences are typically small, all else being equal.
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Table 5.2: Optimal hyperparameters: baseline, Task A, GA

Delay (ms)
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

b− -5.9868 -6.1431 -30.4391 -11.8871 -11.9322 -9.3895
w− -3.0747 -3.0748 -2.4757 -2.4491 -2.4541 -2.4784
T 0.4857 0.4236 0.7461 0.4867 0.4949 0.4994
R 0.5657 0.5872 0.1658 0.0746 0.0765 0.5902
η′0 0.0397 0.0428 0.0294 0.0050 0.0299 0.0300
η′1 0.0890 0.0445 0.0873 0.0478 0.0283 0.0286
η0 0.0063 0.0088 0.0095 0.0086 0.0085 0.0086
η1 0.0006 0.0081 0.0092 0.0048 0.0022 0.0050
c1 0.7307 0.7015 0.1657 0.5308 0.1384 0.0466
c2 1.4933 1.4872 0.8302 1.0102 1.1139 0.9504

deviation from ideal WTA behaviour, which tends to reduce performance. This

confirms the relationship with respect to discriminative inference in single SAM

modules. It is also evident that GA and NESb performances are comparable, with

a slight advantage for NES at the middle delay values (0.2 ms & 0.5 ms). The

overall performances, especially at low delay settings, are excellent.

The best solutions corresponding to the performances in Table 5.1 are given in

Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Note that in the case of GA optima, most parameters vary by

significant amounts between delay settings, but that weight baseline w− is relatively

stable at around −2.4 to −2.5 at higher delays. This is substantially higher than

the figure used in Pecevski & Maass (−4.02). So is T at around 0.5, which is just

lower than the value used in Pecevski & Maass (0.58). Initial STDP rate is the

stablest among all parameters, mainly varying between 0.008 and 0.01 at different

delay settings. Pecevski & Maass used an initial learning rate of 0.002, lower than

the optimal values achieved here. Note also that some optimal hyperparameters at

0.05 ms and 0.1 ms delay are nearly identical, especially w−, R, c1 and c2.

NES optimisation gave few stable parameters across delay values, with the

exception of first bias rate and initial STDP rates, η′0 and η0 respectively, which

were both fixed to extremal values in their respective ranges (see Section 3.4); the

scaling parameter c2 and weight baseline w− were to some extent stable, as well.
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Table 5.3: Optimal hyperparameters: baseline, Task A, NES

Delay (ms)
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

b− -14.9634 -16.7923 0.0000 0.0000 -19.7628 0.0000
w− -3.7650 -4.5163 -3.5971 -5.3062 -3.7558 -3.7537
T 0.6049 0.4660 0.6320 0.3417 0.5022 0.4110
R 0.4518 0.9585 1.0000 0.2752 0.8140 0.5354
η′0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
η′1 0.0499 0.0691 0.0000 0.0989 0.0351 0.1000
η0 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100
η1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0048 0.0000 0.0100 0.0091
c1 0.5418 0.5727 0.2168 0.2387 0.1549 0.1635
c2 0.8120 0.7079 0.7337 0.6431 0.6209 0.5793

However, some values such as the bias baseline b− along with the second bias rate

η′1 and final STDP rate η1 oscillate between extremal possibilities, and indicate

that these parameters may be less relevant to fitness. This will be examined in the

sensitivity analysis (Section 5.3). Note that the optimal hyperparameters found

by NES do not coincide with GA hyperparameters. Of particular interest is the

relationship of the scaling coefficient c1 with synaptic delay: both GA and NES

show a generally decreasing trend. This will be examined again in Section 6.1.

KL divergence values collected from an arbitrary training run of the GA-optimal

individual (assuming a delay of 0.1 ms) are plotted in Figure 5.1 against time in

s. The process of collecting spike activity for the purpose of density reconstruc-

tion is subject to stochasticity, aside from the stochasticity in the learning process

itself, which varies from one run to another. This justifies the use of multiple

measurements at the end of the process as final loss value.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the evolution of three KL divergence values during train-

ing. The orange and blue traces were calculated from the analytic expression in

Equation 2.9;3 the green trace is derived from experimental collection of output

spike activity when the input neurons are clamped as outlined in Section 4.2.2,

measured at regular intervals of 100 s. Experimental divergence was used as fit-

3The analytic conditional distribution is a simple application of Equation 4.1.
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Figure 5.1: KL divergence values against time during a sample training run of the
best GA individual at a synaptic delay setting of 0.1 ms. The orange trace gives the
divergence between the target joint distribution p∗(x1, x2, z) and the analytically-
derived estimated p(x1, x2, z), and the blue trace gives the divergence between
the target conditional distribution p∗(z|x1, x2) and its analytically-derived estimate
p(z|x1, x2). Equation 5 from [43] was used to calculate the analytical distribution.
The green trace gives the divergence between the target conditional distribution
and the experimental conditional distribution as measured by the spiking activity
at regular intervals. The latter is used as fitness.

ness.

The traces provide evidence that (1) experimental and analytic conditional di-

vergence follow similar profiles, but are not identical; (2) the analytic divergence is

highly erratic with large deviations at the beginning, and exhibits movement even

after STDP plasticity is halted, whereas the experimental divergence is smoother

and settles down after the midpoint; (3) learning nearly converges onto its mini-

mal value by about 200–300 s into the process. The dissociation of experimental

divergence from theoretical values is a direct result of the violation of zero delay

assumptions, as well as noise during measurement. Other sample training runs

show similar profiles. See Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: A second training run of the same individual as in Figure 5.1, showing
a similar profile with an initial increase in analytic divergence that dissociates from
the experimental divergence.

Pecevski & Maass does not give numeric results for Task A, but it does provide

sample reconstructions of the target distributions. Figure 5.3, in particular, is

a figure adapted from Pecevski & Maass that illustrates the learned and target

conditional distributions. For comparative purposes, Figure 5.4 shows a similar

diagram constructed after an arbitrary run of the optimal SAM used in Figures 5.1

and 5.2. Note that performance, in this case, is slightly better.

Finally, Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the evolution of fitness while running GA

and NES on this task at a delay setting of 0.1 ms, respectively. Note that in the

case of GA, mean and best fitness both improve until the end, suggesting that a

longer optimisation run might have benefited the experiment. With NES, on the

contrary, mean and individual fitnesses achieve their best values after about 30–40

generations with little improvement afterwards.4

4The number of generations in GA runs was limited by execution time—each GA fitness
measurement required multiple simulations.
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Figure 5.3: Conditional target (grey) and estimated (red) distributions after train-
ing on Task A. Adapted from [43].

Figure 5.4: Conditional target (green) and estimated (blue) distributions after a
training run of 600 s of the GA optimal SAM module in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.5: Mean generation fitness (blue) and best generation fitness (orange) as
a function of generation number while running GA on Task A with delay set to 0.1
ms.

5.1.2 Task B

Four SAM modules are combined recursively for this experiment, following the

second example in [43]. The structure and internal connectivity is illustrated in

Figure 4.4. In this case, the network is used to learn the visual perception task given

by the Bayesian network in Figure 4.3. The target joint probability distribution

p∗(y1, y2, y3, y4) is decomposed into the conditional probabilities given in Table 4.2.

Note that p∗(y1) = p∗(y2) = 0.5.

As in Task A, optimisable hyperparameters and most fixed parameters are given

earlier in Section 3.4, and experimental specifics noted in Section 4.2.2. Learning

time is further reduced to 300 seconds, owing to the longer execution time of Task

B experiments (several hours per optimisation run). However, instead of halting

STDP halfway through, it is allowed to proceed throughout the entire 300 seconds,

to compensate for the shorter training process. The second bias rate becomes
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Figure 5.6: Two plots showing the evolution of generation mean fitness and best
fitness, while running NES on Task A with a delay value of 0.1 ms.

irrelevant in this process. PSPs are additive5 with a rectangular profile of width 15

ms, as in Task A. Again, due consideration is given to follow the work in Pecevski

& Maass, with most parameters picked from the published paper.

Fitness is evaluated by collecting spontaneous activity of the network while

no extraneous activity impinges upon it, which is then used to reconstruct the

estimated joint distribution p(y; θ) and compare it with the target p∗(y). Optimal

performances at each delay value are given in Table 5.4. Performance is again in

terms of mean KL divergence, this time measured in 5, rather than 10, repeated

evaluations against the sample distribution in Pecevski & Maass [43], in the case of

GA. In the case of NES, a single evaluation is used for fitness, for the same reasons

that apply to Task A above (see Section 4.2.1 for justification). In addition, NES

uses a generation size of 192 individuals, along with 40 generations and a learning

5As opposed to renewed, which is an option sometimes seen in published literature on the
subject.
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Table 5.4: Optimal performances: baseline, Task B

Delay (ms)
0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

GA 0.3487 0.5901 0.7076 1.0641 1.3017
NESa 0.5095 0.7136 1.0163 1.0634 1.2992
NESb 0.5523 0.7510 1.0861 1.1195 1.3540

rate of 0.5.6

Note that GA gives substantially better optimal performances at the lowest

three delay settings, and marginally better performance at the highest two delay

settings. As in Task A above, fair comparison is between GA and the best genera-

tion fitness reported by NES (i.e. the NESb row in Table 5.4), since that takes into

account noisy measurements, like the reported GA optima. Best performances are

again indicated by bold figures.

During optimisation, one parameter is allowed to evolve independently in each

module: bias baseline, b−. This calibrates the bias update response on a per-

module basis, allowing each module to respond effectively to a varying number of

inputs (the modules representing y1 and y3 have two inputs, but those representing

y2 and y4 have three and one, respectively). Being global, other parameters are

not allowed to evolve separately (see Section 3.4). As noted earlier, when running

GA the bit flip probability is increased from 0.01 to 0.05.7

Again, there is a strong relationship between synaptic delay and optimal perfor-

mance. Both GA and NES exhibit this relationship. The optimal individuals are

given in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. Only the scaling factor c2, which governs the probabil-

ity of firing at different membrane voltages, and b4−, the bias baseline for the fourth

module, are relatively stable between delay values in the case of GA. None of the

GA hyperparameters are closely related to their NES counterparts. Furthermore,

6The number of individuals, 192, was picked to make efficient use of the cores on the machine
used for optimisation, which had 96 cores. When running the GA tasks, time had not been an
issue yet.

7This higher probability gave a worse mean population fitness, but better top individuals.
Thus, this problem requires the balance to be tipped slightly in favour of exploration rather than
exploitation.
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Table 5.5: Optimal hyperparameters: baseline, Task B, GA

Delay (ms)
0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

b1− -4.4011 -5.6809 -8.6548 -11.8183 -10.1801
b2− -0.0455 -5.2997 -21.8785 -34.6482 -30.2591
b3− -9.0472 -6.4183 -9.2903 -10.6125 -20.7805
b4− -33.6021 -39.0513 -34.7303 -20.4372 -35.6151
w− -1.6977 -2.2001 -7.2027 -0.4510 -0.6147
T 0.5670 0.5794 0.0814 0.4944 0.4292
R 0.1433 0.7490 0.6058 0.3941 0.4056
η′0 0.0045 0.0324 0.0187 0.0728 0.0765
η0 0.0059 0.0068 0.0046 0.0003 0.0018
η1 0.0006 0.0061 0.0064 0.0021 0.0035
c1 0.0218 0.2133 0.1830 0.2598 0.4465
c2 1.5578 1.1971 1.1789 1.7364 1.5200

some of the hyperparameters in the case of NES appear to be highly variable, sug-

gesting that either (1) they are irrelevant to fitness, or (2) the algorithm did not

converge well. More on this in Section 5.3.

The optimal performances (whole-state divergences) above are supplemented

by the valid-state divergences of the optimal individuals in Table 5.7. To calculate

valid-state divergences, 5 trials are made with the optimal individuals at each delay

setting. Note that the positive relationship with delay also extends to valid-state

divergence.

In all cases optimisation use whole-state divergence as fitness.8 Although whole-

state divergences are not competitive with respect to the results reported in Pecevski

& Maass, valid-state divergences are far superior. This result suggests that opti-

mising the SAM architecture against non-zero delay forces it to simultaneously use

a lower probability of firing and to maintain an approximation of WTA-like compe-

tition between hidden neurons. High probability of firing leads to simultaneously

active neurons in the hidden layer, destroying competitiveness and negatively im-

pacting learning, as will be seen in Section 6.1. Low probability of firing, on the

other hand, allows zero states to occur by introducing long gaps in activity. These

8Attempts to use valid-state divergence failed to converge.
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Table 5.6: Optimal hyperparameters: baseline, Task B, NES

Delay (ms)
0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

b1− -26.5761 -9.7322 -36.8226 0.0000 -11.0110
b2− -0.6335 0.0000 -13.8751 -17.0267 -26.3419
b3− -20.9019 -22.4464 -10.6245 -28.7049 -26.7565
b4− -33.9196 -36.8068 -20.7066 -17.8488 -39.1249
w− -1.8440 -1.9799 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
T 0.5709 0.5390 0.5908 0.0000 0.3521
R 1.0000 0.1872 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
η′0 0.0019 0.0069 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
η0 0.0100 0.0046 0.0078 0.0100 0.0100
η1 0.0000 0.0072 0.0000 0.0094 0.0000
c1 0.0418 0.0751 0.7132 1.0000 1.0000
c2 1.3001 1.2967 1.6953 1.5350 1.3950

Table 5.7: Valid-state divergences: baseline, Task B

Delay (ms)
0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

GA 0.0284 0.0534 0.0887 0.5981 0.6147
NES 0.0704 0.0873 0.7283 0.6566 0.6147

opposing factors thus lead to a trade-off between too many zero states and ineffec-

tive training.

Figure 5.8 draws the estimated and target distributions of Task B on the same

plot, for an arbitrary run of the best GA individual at a delay value of 0.1 ms.

The two distributions are very similar. For comparison, see Figure 5.9, which is

adapted from Pecevski & Maass. Only graphical plots of performance are provided

in Pecevski & Maass (Figure 5.7, reproduced from Section 2.6), but our results

indicate that after truncating zero states, the optimal individual’s performance im-

proves upon that illustrated in [43], even though non-zero delay is used. Figure 5.7,

which is adapted from Pecevski & Maass, illustrates the temporal evolution of KL

divergence of the hand-crafted model used therein. Note that it reaches a minimum

(best) divergence of about 0.08–0.1, while the valid-state divergences achieved here

at delay values of 0.5 ms or lower give better or comparable performance. Valid-
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Figure 5.7: KL divergence in Task B as a function of simulated biological time,
reported by Pecevski & Maass [43].

state divergences that clearly improve upon that reported in [43] (i.e., 0.08–0.1)

are displayed in bold type in Table 5.7.

Figure 5.8: Target distribution (black) and estimated distribution (green) for Task
B, with the estimated distribution reconstructed from the spontaneous spiking
activity of the optimal GA individual at a delay setting of 0.1 ms. Zero states were
truncated and the distribution renormalised.

Figure 5.9: Target distribution (black) and estimated distribution (green), as
learned by the hand-crafted model in Pecevski & Maass for Task B. The coloured
labels correspond to the most prevalent states. Adapted from [43].

The divergence between target and analytical distributions embodied by each
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Figure 5.10: KL divergence between the appropriate marginalised distribution and
the estimated analytical marginal distribution encoded by each module, as a func-
tion of time during the training process, for the optimal GA individual at 0.1 ms
delay.

module in the network during a typical training run of the best GA individual at

0.1 ms delay are plotted in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.11 reproduces the divergence

profile reported in Pecevski & Maass for comparison. Note that in our case, the

four modules’ analytical distributions do not all converge to zero. The discrepancy

result arises from violations of theoretical conditions: the statistics of spontaneous

network activity dissociate from the analytical distribution embodied by the net-

work under the assumption of zero delay.

Figure 5.12 reproduces the evolution of experimental divergence determined by

the spiking activity of the whole recurrent SAM network during a typical training

run on the best individual (GA, 0.1 ms delay). As described in Section 4.2.2, to

measure the distribution of network states the network was simulated for 20 seconds

of biological time with the biases and connection weights achieved at regular points
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Figure 5.11: KL divergence plot from Pecevski & Maass ([43]) corresponding to
Figure 5.10, reproduced here for convenience.

during the training process, and with no external input. The interval was set to

100 seconds.9 The figure clarifies the effect on KL divergence of truncating zero

states: the resulting divergence drops to a low value, traced by the orange curve.

The evolution of fitness is illustrated in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 for GA and NES

respectively, for the specific case of 0.1 ms delay. Note that both experiments might

have benefited from longer runs.

5.2 Generalisability Experiment

The purpose of this experiment is to understand the generalisability properties of

the SAM and SPI architectures (see Section 4.2.3), while comparing them against

each other and using different evolutionary techniques. For this experiment, delay is

constant at 0.2 ms (SAM) or fixed to a range 0.1 ms–0.3 ms (SPI). General parame-

ters are listed in Section 3.4 and experiment-specific ones in Section 4.2.3. Instead

of repeated fitness measurements on the same target distribution from Pecevski

& Maass, individuals are measured against different randomly parametrised target

distributions, with the optimal individual from each optimisation run further tested

on an unseen set of target distributions for the final evaluation. For fairness, each

9More frequent evaluation of performance would have proved very costly in terms of compu-
tation time.
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Figure 5.12: KL divergence between the target distribution p∗(y) and the estimated
distribution p(y; θ) determined from the network’s spontaneous spiking activity, as
a function of time during the training process. The blue trace shows the whole-
state divergence (see Section 4.2.5), which includes zero states among the estimated
distribution, while the orange trace shows the valid-state divergence. Only valid
states of the target distribution p∗(y) are retained in the valid-state estimate distri-
bution, renormalised to 1. An arbitrary run of the optimal Task B GA individual
at a delay of 0.1 ms was used.

task is run against a fixed number of target distributions (10, Task A; 5, Task B),

and the distributions are reused between individuals and architectures. Only best

fitness is reported for NES optimisation. This is because both GA and NES exper-

iments have to repeat fitness measurements on the same number of distributions,

for fairness, as opposed to the baseline experiment, where it was permissible to

eliminate repeat measurements for efficiency if the evolutionary algorithm allowed

it.
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Figure 5.13: Mean generation fitness (blue) and best generation fitness (orange),
as a function of generation number while running GA on Task B with delay set to
0.1 ms.

5.2.1 Task A

Outer-loop optimisation by means of GA and NES are kept as far as practicable

in line with that described in Section 5.1.1. Indeed, GA runs are identical to

the Task A baseline experiment runs, but for NES runs the additional repeated

measurements for fair comparison require a reduction of generation size from 192

to 96. The number of generations is set to the same value of 80, and learning rate

is set to 1 in SAM runs, and 0.5 in SPI runs.10

Table 5.8 gives the training performances of the two architectures, calculated

as the mean KL divergence on the set of 10 training distributions. Clearly, overall

performances are worse than those reported for the baseline experiment at 0.2 ms

synaptic delay. This is due to the introduction of multiple targets, as opposed to

the baseline, which trained each setup against one target only. Results show that

10Greedy learning rates tended to lead to bad convergence in SPI runs.
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Figure 5.14: Two plots showing the evolution of generation mean fitness and best
fitness while running NES on Task B with a delay value of 0.1 ms.

Table 5.8: Optimal training performances: generalisability, Task A

Architecture
SAM SPI

GA 0.0188 0.0271
NES 0.0297 0.0235

the optimal SAM individual (pθ = 0.0188) outperforms the optimal SPI individual

(pθ = 0.0235) on the optimisation set, and NES optimisation outperforms GA on

SPI. The latter relationship is reversed on SAM.

Generalisability is given in Table 5.9. Overall, SPI outperforms SAM on gener-

alisability tests (0.0374 vs 0.0379), although the margin is not significantly large,

and may be due to random effects.11 Best performances on training and test data

are indicated in bold type.

To compare the generalisation of networks optimised for performance on mul-

tiple distributions against those optimised on a single distribution, here we report

11Statistical analysis was ruled out by time constraints. See Discussion, Chapter 6.
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Table 5.9: Optimal test performances: generalisability, Task A

Architecture
SAM SPI

GA 0.0379 0.0730
NES 0.0510 0.0374

Table 5.10: Optimal hyperparameters: generalisability, Task A, SAM

GA NES
b− -7.4902 -7.0260
w− -4.1583 -3.1791
T 0.5055 0.6367
R 0.8535 0.5516
η′0 0.0263 0.0587
η′1 0.0003 0.0132
η0 0.0099 0.0100
η1 0.0063 0.0100
c1 0.9941 0.4559
c2 0.5941 0.9793

the performances of the optimal GA and NES individuals from the baseline exper-

iment when run on the unseen distributions which we test with in this section.12

Respectively, the performances are 0.0569 and 0.0465. These values are inferior to

those reported in this section—0.0379 and 0.0374—indicating that configurations

optimised against multiple distributions generalise better, as expected.

SAM and SPI optimal individuals are reported in Tables 5.10 and 5.11 respec-

tively. Although most parameters differ significantly between GA and NES, some

are within close proximity of each other, suggesting that the optimal solution is

sensitive to those parameters. See Section 5.3 for detailed analysis. In particular,

most connection probabilities in SPI—the parameters ρ—turn out to be within 3–

4% of each other. Interestingly, the recurrent connection weights (wE and wI) are

both 0 in the optimal SPI individual, suggesting that recurrent pool connections

are not necessary for performance in Task A.

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 plot the evolution of fitness as a function of generation

12For fairness, we pick the GA and NES individuals optimised at a synaptic delay of 0.2 ms.
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Table 5.11: Optimal hyperparameters: generalisability, Task A, SPI

GA NES
b− -17.9025 -24.0672
w− -3.0948 -2.7015
T 0.7070 0.6057
R 0.3436 1.0000
η′ 0.0904 0.0590
η0 0.0063 0.0052
η1 0.0064 0.0081
c1 1.6629 1.4438
c2 1.2612 0.8278
ρPP 0.5365 0.5167
ρE 0.3305 0.3699
ρPI 0.3144 0.4300
ρI 0.9644 1.0000
ρIP 0.9728 1.0000
wMAX 1.2850 1.8790
wE 0.1740 0.0000
wPI 11.8626 5.7034
wI -10.2197 0.0000
wIP -1.9281 -2.2727

number for SAM under GA and NES optimisation respectively. Note that the

NES run shows a suspiciously quick improvement in best fitness that rebounds to

a near-constant level which never recovers the best value. The minimum occurs

while the mean generation fitness has not yet settled, suggesting that the algorithm

overshot a narrow “ridge” or optimum that was surrounded by relatively low fitness

solutions—the typical “needle in a haystack” problem with optimisation algorithms

(see also the Discussion, Chapter 6).

Figure 5.17 reproduces the evolution of fitness during the GA run on SPI.13 In

particular, note that the best fitness has an improving trend that does not slow

down by the last generation, suggesting that the experiment could have shown

further improvement if the run were extended.

The experimental and analytical KL divergence during an arbitrary training

13The NES run evolution is not shown, to conserve space, but it shows no particularly interesting
features.
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Figure 5.15: Mean generation fitness and best generation fitness as a function of
generation number while running GA on SAM in Task A/Generalisation Experi-
ment with delay set to 0.2 ms.

run of the 0.2 ms delay GA-optimal SAM individual are plotted in Figure 5.18.

This individual is given in the first column of Table 5.10, and corresponds to the

best SAM performance reported in this section. As in Section 5.1.1, the analytical

and experimental traces diverge, for the same reasons. The estimated and target

distributions that correspond to this training run are given in Figure 5.19—note

the close similarity.

Moving on to SPI, Figure 5.20 shows a plot of divergence against time for

the NES-optimal SPI individual against one of the random target distributions

in the test set. Figure 5.21 reconstructs the target distribution from Figure 5.20

and its experimental estimate after 300 seconds on the same individual. The close

similarity is evidence that the SPI module is indeed learning its target distribution.

Note that an analytic derivation of the estimated distribution analogous to the one

for SAM (Equation 2.9) is not available, rendering it impossible to create divergence

trace plots similar to Figures 5.1 and 5.10—only the experimental distribution
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Figure 5.16: Mean fitness and best fitness while running NES on SAM in Task
A/Generalisation Experiment with delay set to 0.2 ms.

derived from spiking activity can be measured.

Figure 5.22 shows the typical activity that results from forcing input into the

SPI module that corresponds to one incomplete sample drawn from the target dis-

tribution in Figure 5.21. Note that activity very well reflects the difference in condi-

tional probability between p∗(y3 = 1|y1 = 1, y2 = 2) and p∗(y3 = 2|y1 = 1, y2 = 2).

Figures 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 use an SPI module with the same configuration.

5.2.2 Task B

For Task B, the evolutionary algorithm parameters were identical to those in Task

A above, Section 5.2.1, except that the number of generations in NES runs is halved

to 40, and the learning rates of both SAM and SPI tests are set to 0.5. A set of 5

training distributions was used in this case.

Optimisation set performances of SAM and SPI are reported in Table 5.12.

Table 5.13 gives generalisation performances. In the case of SAM, values in ital-
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Figure 5.17: Mean generation fitness and best generation fitness as a function of
generation number while running GA on SPI in Task A/Generalisation Experiment
with random delay set to 0.1 ms–0.3 ms.

Table 5.12: Optimal training performances: generalisability, Task B

Architecture
SAM SPI

GA 0.7297 [0.0849] 0.1173
NES 0.8040 [0.1345] 0.1627

ics indicate valid-state divergence, a fairer metric to compare with SPI than the

whole-state divergence (or “performance”). Bold figures indicate best performance.

Results show that SAM performs and generalises better than SPI at a delay of 0.2

ms.

Simulating the optimal GA SAM individual from the baseline experiment14 at

a delay of 0.2 ms against the unseen distributions gives a performance of 0.9031

and a valid-state divergence of 0.2139. As expected, this is inferior to the optimal

SAM test performances reported in Table 5.13, indicating that optimising against

14That is, the individual in the second column of Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.18: Analytical (joint in orange; conditional in blue) and experimental
(green) KL divergence plots of the GA-optimal individual as a function of time (in
s) during an arbitrary training run on the same target distribution as in Figure
5.19. Generalisation Experiment/Task A

Table 5.13: Optimal test performances: generalisability, Task B

Architecture
SAM SPI

GA 0.7716 [0.1102] 0.2505
NES 0.8720 [0.1936] 0.3245

a number of different distributions leads to better generalisation. Incidentally,

the generalisability (in terms of valid-state divergence) of the best SAM individ-

ual compares well to the results obtained in Pecevski & Maass (∼0.1; see Figure

5.7) on the sample distribution there, with the added benefit that these reports

are indicative of general performance, and that they are achieved under non-zero

synaptic delay.15 SPI, on the other hand, shows poor generalisability.

SAM and SPI optimal individuals are reported in Tables 5.14 and 5.15 respec-

tively. In both instances, NES appears to have converged to a spurious result: SAM

15Moreover, using a synaptic delay of 0.1 ms would have further improved generalisability.
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Figure 5.19: Reconstruction of the target (green) and estimated (blue) distribu-
tions after an arbitrary training run of the GA-optimal SAM individual in the
Generalisation Experiment/Task A.

and SPI alike have optimal individuals with implausible values of T—implying no

weight updates could occur during training. Moreover, c2 being 0 in the optimal

NES SPI individual implies a firing rate independent of membrane potential, again

an implausible configuration.

Evolution of fitness is shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 for SAM under GA and

NES respectively, both showing only a moderate improvement in performance over

generations. The NES fitness evolution of SPI is plotted in Figure 5.25. The lack of

overall improvement in best fitness coinciding with an improvement of mean fitness

suggests that generation fitness is dominated by the effect of low fitness individuals,

such that improving the mean does not necessarily improve the best fitness.
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Figure 5.20: KL divergence between estimate and target as training proceeds over
300 seconds, for an arbitrary distribution in the test set of 10 distributions, using
the NES-optimal SPI individual from this section. Generalisation Experiment/Task
A

Figure 5.21: Target (black) conditional distribution and its corresponding estimate
(green) distribution, after 300 seconds of exposure of the optimal SPI module to
samples drawn from the target distribution. The target distribution is the same as
in Figure 5.20. Generalisation Experiment/Task A

In Figure 5.26 we reconstruct the target and estimated joint distribution after

a run of the GA-optimal SAM individual on an arbitrary target distribution in
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Figure 5.22: Activity over 1000 ms, after the optimal SPI module has been trained
on the distribution from Figure 5.21, with input forced to encode the incomplete
sample (1, 2, ∗). Excitatory neurons 1–10 (blue) encode output y3 = 1; excitatory
neurons 11–20 (green) encode output y3 = 2; neurons 21–30 (red) are inhibitory
neurons connected to both excitatory subpopulations. Note that in correspondence
with Figure 5.21, the module exhibits significantly higher activity in the subpopu-
lation that encodes y3 = 2.

the test set.16 The visual similarity between target and estimated distributions is

striking.17 Compare this with Figure 5.27, which shows the reconstruction by the

optimal SPI individual of the same target distribution as in Figure 5.26. Clearly,

the SPI reconstruction is inferior to the SAM estimate, reflecting the performance

results reported in Table 5.13.

Figure 5.28 traces the analytic divergence in time during a training run of the

GA-optimal SAM individual in this section.18 This is analogous to the plots in

Figure 5.10. Figure 5.28 can be compared with Figure 5.29, which shows the

experimental divergence measured by capturing the spontaneous activity of the

network with no forcing input. Although the analytic divergences of the module

16Which corresponds to the best SAM individual given in the first column of Table 5.14.
17The other distributions show more or less similar discrepancies between targets and estimates.
18The divergence plot of the optimal SPI individual is less relevant, since it does not exhibit

good performance.
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Table 5.14: Optimal hyperparameters: generalisability, Task B, SAM

GA NES
b1− -25.9407 -40.0000
b2− -24.8484 0.0000
b3− -8.9220 -40.0000
b4− -9.4224 0.0000
w− -1.0419 -3.7591
T 0.8691 0.0000
R 0.1013 1.0000
η′0 0.0349 0.0064
η0 0.0006 0.0099
η1 0.0015 0.0035
c1 0.5471 0.2416
c2 1.1154 1.9900

Figure 5.23: Mean generation fitness and best generation fitness as a function of
generation number while running GA on SAM in Task B/Generalisation Experi-
ment with delay set to 0.2 ms.

do not all converge to zero—and in fact y1 shows a slight increase, while y2 settles on

a high value—the experimental divergence, specifically the valid-state divergence,

converges to a very low value as quantified by Table 5.13.
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Table 5.15: Optimal hyperparameters: generalisability, Task B, SPI

GA NES
b1− -12.3966 0.0000
b2− -1.7398 -26.9311
b3− -12.3222 -10.3797
b4− -16.4097 -27.6312
w− -1.4751 -9.6932
T 0.2742 0.0000
R 0.8719 0.0000
η′ 0.0746 0.0412
η0 0.0039 0.0056
η1 0.0097 0.0100
c1 1.7052 2.0000
c2 0.1093 0.0000
ρPP 0.7687 1.0000
ρE 0.1126 0.3734
ρPI 0.4741 0.3317
ρI 0.5839 0.4324
ρIP 0.7498 0.2150
w1

MAX 5.9462 1.2601
w2

MAX 6.0427 2.7647
w3

MAX 0.6634 0.0100
w4

MAX 3.6381 4.3172
wE 10.8536 13.5785
wPI 7.5167 8.6378
wI -0.8473 -1.2586
wIP -2.4896 -2.5703

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis

By means of the search distribution’s covariance matrix, NES provides an insight

into the sensitivity of the fitness landscape to perturbations in the network hy-

perparameters. This is not a direct measurement of sensitivity—it would be far

too expensive to run a reasonably detailed analysis by manually perturbing each

parameter in turn and observing results. Instead, the search distribution under the

NES hood provides an indirect tool for quantifying sensitivity: in particular, NES

adapts the width of its search distribution to the fitness landscape, widening it in

flatter landscapes and narrowing around clear, sharp optima [54] (the website at
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Figure 5.24: Mean fitness and best fitness while running NES on SAM in Task
B/Generalisation Experiment with delay set to 0.2 ms.

Figure 5.25: Mean fitness and best fitness while running NES on SPI in Task
B/Generalisation Experiment with random delay set to 0.1–0.3 ms.
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Figure 5.26: Target (black) joint distribution and its estimate (green), after 300
seconds of exposure of the GA-optimal SAM network to samples drawn from the
target distribution. Generalisation Experiment/Task B

Figure 5.27: Target (black) joint distribution and its estimate (green), after 300
seconds of exposure of the GA-optimal SPI network to samples drawn from the
target distribution. The target distribution here is the same as in Figure 5.26.
Generalisation Experiment/Task B

[1] gives a good visual overview of the process).

Tables 5.16–5.20 give the mean and standard deviation of the best generation’s

search distribution for each of the main experiments, at low synaptic delays.19

Several of the hyperparameters exhibit a high tolerance, compared to the dis-

tribution mean and the ranges specified earlier in Section 3.4. Specifically, some

parameters have means outside the optimisation search space, which together with

narrow standard deviations give ranges that do not overlap with the optimisable

ranges. Good examples are the first bias rate η′ in all SAM experiments except

Generalisability/Task A, and the self-connection probability ρE and excitatory self-

weight wE in the last table. Other parameters—such as the bias baseline b− in Task

A SAM experiments—have means inside the specified ranges, but wide standard

deviations; others yet have means outside bounds but standard deviations that

overlap into the ranges, such as b2−, R, and η1 in the Task B SAM baseline experi-

ment. Some of these ranges represent impossible, non-physical values, such as the

19Task B on SPI is excluded since it resulted in low performance and is therefore uninteresting.
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Figure 5.28: Analytic divergence against time (in s) of the marginal distributions
represented by the four modules making up the GA-optimal SAM individual at 0.2
ms delay, during a training run on an arbitrary distribution from the test set. Note
that the analytic divergence does not approach zero, because the analytic deriva-
tion (Equation 2.9) assumes zero delay. Nevertheless, the experimental divergence
converges closely to zero (See Figure 5.29). Generalisation Experiment/Task B

negative probability ρE, while others, like the high STDP learning rates η0 and η1

are simply outside the range of “reasonable” possibilities that were so determined

through tests and the literature.

The high tolerance parameters explain the “clamped” values that resulted in

some NES runs (see Tables 5.3, 5.6 and 5.14). According to NES, these values

are unimportant in determining general fitness slopes in the vicinity of the search

distribution.

Aside from the firing intensity parameters c1 and c2, which surprisingly have low

tolerance in all of the experiments reported in this section,20 other low-tolerance

parameters include T in Table 5.16, b3−, w− and T in Table 5.18, and w−, T , η′, ρPP

20With the exception of c1 in the generalisability SPI Task A experiment.
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Figure 5.29: Experimental divergence of the SAM network whose analytic trace is
shown in Figure 5.28—the valid-state divergence converges very nearly to 0. Exper-
imental divergence could only be measured at well-spaced intervals, since it proved
computationally inefficient to do otherwise. Generalisation Experiment/Task B

and wPI in Table 5.19. All show tolerances orders of magnitude smaller than the

initial search ranges given in Section 3.4. The fitness landscape is thus sensitive to

perturbations of these hyperparameters.
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Table 5.16: Sensitivity: baseline, Task A, SAM, 0.1 ms

Mean St.d.
b− -33.678 30.290
w− -4.535 0.030
T 0.476 0.003
R 1.503 0.819
η′0 -0.182 0.075
η′1 0.185 0.072
η0 0.039 0.007
η1 -0.014 0.006
c1 0.411 0.045
c2 0.695 0.017

Table 5.17: Sensitivity: generalisability, Task A, SAM, 0.1 ms

Mean St.d.
b− -46.089 91.648
w− 7.827 8.149
T 1.165 0.466
R 0.420 0.365
η′0 -0.057 0.015
η′1 0.138 0.006
η0 0.004 0.006
η1 0.013 0.001
c1 0.363 0.051
c2 1.701 0.088

Table 5.18: Sensitivity: baseline, Task B, SAM, 0.1 ms

Mean St.d.
b1− -8.287 13.549
b2− 11.516 16.582
b3− -21.748 4.831
b4− -11.497 25.590
w− -1.874 0.069
T 0.512 0.084
R -1.179 1.438
η′0 -0.037 1.585
η0 0.022 0.008
η1 -0.001 0.002
c1 0.047 0.004
c2 1.274 0.012
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Table 5.19: Sensitivity: generalisability, Task B, SAM, 0.1 ms

Mean St.d.
b1− -28.788 22.910
b2− 8.363 20.158
b3− -21.351 15.598
b4− -34.870 12.439
w− 7.322 2.655
T 1.168 0.530
R 0.581 0.447
η′0 -0.060 0.021
η0 0.007 0.003
η1 0.008 0.005
c1 0.780 0.078
c2 1.234 0.019

Table 5.20: Sensitivity: generalisability, Task A, SPI, 0.1–0.3 ms

Mean St.d.
b− -23.827 21.784
w− -3.316 0.333
T 0.607 0.038
R 1.239 0.247
η′ 0.062 0.015
η0 0.006 0.004
η1 0.010 0.002
c1 2.162 0.539
c2 0.931 0.098
ρPP 0.516 0.026
ρE -0.622 0.383
ρPI 0.584 0.167
ρI 0.751 0.641
ρIP 2.162 0.539
wMAX 7.391 4.221
wE -5.876 5.240
wPI 5.812 0.784
wI -2.703 8.219
wIP -7.917 2.876
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We can now interpret results in the light of our objectives and the evaluative

strategies set out in Chapter 3. To this end, below is a summary of results that

closely follows the structure of Section 4.3:

1. Low delay SAM configurations outperform published results. Section 5.1 shows

how the baseline experiment in this work achieves results in both Task A and

B that compete with, and in low delay configurations indeed outperform,

the results published in Pecevski & Maass [43], even though the assumption

of zero delay is not upheld in our work. Pecevski & Maass does not give

numeric results, instead drawing a histogram of the learned distribution for

Task A (Figure 5.3—compare with Figure 5.4, which reports our results),

together with a plot of joint KL divergence for Task B (Figure 5.7) and a

reconstruction of the sample Task B distribution (Figure 5.9—compare with

Figure 5.8). For comparative purposes, our work also provides a table of valid-

state divergences for Task B (Table 5.7), as well as an experimental plot of

joint KL divergence that shows both whole-state divergence (performance)

and valid-state divergence (Figure 5.12). In particular, the bold figures in

Table 5.4 illustrate the configuration-delay combinations that are superior

to those published in Pecevski & Maass. This positive result underscores

the value of optimisation—as opposed to hand-crafting a model—even when

operating at the disadvantage of deviation from theory.
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2. Both SAM and SPI generalise well on conditional distribution estimation

tasks. The second experiment tested the generalisability of both SAM and

SPI architectures to unseen distributions of the same form at a fixed synaptic

delay of 0.2 ms. SAM and SPI perform nearly equally on Task A problems—

i.e., estimation of conditional distributions. Test performances are reported

in 5.9. These figures are worse than those reported in the baseline experi-

ment, but one needs to acknowledge that in that case the architectures were

optimised for performance on a single target distribution, and as such, there

was no test group of unseen distributions. In the generalisability experiment,

optimisation is run on ten distributions, and testing on a further ten unseen

distributions. Indeed, although the impact of moving to unseen distributions

is evident (compare Table 5.8 and Table 5.9), on average the architectures

perform well enough to demonstrate that they are in principle a feasible con-

struct for Task A-type estimations using brain neuron models. Visually, the

reconstructions of arbitrary target distributions confirm this (Figures 5.19

and 5.21).

3. SAM generalises well on joint distribution estimation tasks, but SPI shows

poor performance. Generalisability on Task B-type problems—i.e. joint dis-

tribution estimation—is harder, since it involves multiple modules operating

in tandem and therefore, a higher number of free variables together with

simplifying global variables that have further reach. In this case, SAM per-

formance is superior to SPI (see Table 5.13). SAM performs surprisingly

well, with a best valid-state divergence (∼0.11) on the test distributions that

is only slightly less competitive than the hand-crafted model’s baseline per-

formance in Pecevski & Maass [43] (∼0.1; this is reproduced in Figure 5.7).

SPI’s performance, although reasonably good on the optimisation distribu-

tions, does not generalise well to unseen distributions. Figures 5.26 and 5.27

compare the distribution estimates of SAM and SPI respectively on an arbi-

trary unseen target.
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4. Networks optimised for performance against single distributions do not gen-

eralise well. As expected, networks from the baseline experiment do not

generalise as well as networks optimised against multiple distributions, when

tested on unseen distributions. This suggests that the hand-crafted model in

Pecevski & Maass [43] cannot be expected to generalise to different distribu-

tions as well as general purpose, optimised networks.

5. Biologically plausible properties can be integrated with little impact on condi-

tional distribution estimation, but joint distribution estimation suffers. SPI

performs just as well as SAM on Task A-type problems (estimation of con-

ditional distributions), as confirmed above. Thus, the biological properties

mentioned in Section 3.3—soft inhibition, sparseness, recurrent connectivity

and random synaptic delay—can all be in principle introduced in the manner

described so that the resulting architecture is competitive in estimating un-

seen conditional distributions. However, the same cannot be said about joint

distribution estimates: SPI performs poorly in Task B-type problems.

6. SAM architectures exhibit a negative relationship between synaptic delay and

estimation performance. Tables 5.1 and 5.7 establish this interesting relation-

ship: as synaptic delay increases, optimal KL divergence between target and

estimate decreases. The result holds for both conditional (Task A) and joint

(Task B) estimation tasks. Indeed, at low synaptic delays, optimal Task B

valid-state divergence is very low, suggesting that hardware implementations

can be built on its principles for low consumption applications to density

estimation. The lowest delay tested in this work is 0.1 ms, safely above the

order of delay necessary for hardware implementations.1

7. Learning rates are not vitally important in determining fitness landscapes.

According to the NES search distributions, the final solutions are not very

sensitive to changes in the learning rates, as long as learning occurs during the

1Which is on the order of microseconds.
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training period. This may be partly a result of the highly restricted ranges

of learning rates that are allowed in the beginning. However, solutions are

very sensitive to firing intensities. See Section 5.3.

6.1 Effects of Non-Zero Synaptic Delay in SAM

Practically speaking, the results in Tables 5.1 and 5.7 clearly demonstrate that SAM

estimates improve as synaptic delay decreases. The trend is visualised in Figure

6.1, which shows the optimal performances and valid-state divergences achieved in

Tasks A and B respectively. Specifically, the figure shows that the observed optimal

individuals exhibit the performance trend—whether the true optima express the

same relationship is a different question. Notwithstanding that the observed trend

might be a result of increased difficulty in finding the fitness optima as delays

increase, theoretical reasoning suggests otherwise.

By the balance of gradual bias decay through intrinsic plasticity when an alpha

neuron is inactive and discrete updates when it spikes, a SAM network can learn a

basic marginal density p(z = l; θ) [43]—more frequently sampled values of z simply

result in more frequent positive bias spikes in the corresponding alpha population,

thereby causing a higher firing intensity via Equation 3.4. Together with the con-

ditional density p(x|z; θ) learned by STDP synapses (through extrinsic plasticity),

the marginal density forms the generative distribution p(x, z; θ) = p(x|z; θ) ·p(z; θ),
an estimate of the target distribution p∗(x, z). Thus, disabling or hampering either

of the two mechanisms, both of which are affected by non-zero delay, is bound to

impact learning ability.

The violation of zero delay has a significant effect because synaptic delay acts

as a decoupling mechanism. In particular, if delay is set to a non-zero value d ms,

it takes 2d ms for other neurons in the same alpha layer to receive the inhibiting

signal after any alpha neuron fires,2 and within that time period it may very well

2SAM is designed in such a way that any firing of an alpha neuron causes with high probability
a firing of an inhibitory neuron, but it takes twice the delay period for the effect to make the
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Figure 6.1: Relationship between synaptic delay and observed optimal perfor-
mances in Task A (top) or valid-state divergences in Task B (bottom), for both
GA and NES optima. There is a clear decrease in performance as synaptic delay
increases.

happen that a second alpha neuron with a high spike probability fires before being

inhibited by the first.

As such, a non-zero delay creates an isolating “horizon” within which a neuron’s

dynamics can proceed unaffected by activity within a short time window into the

past of length 2d elsewhere within the network. This mechanism tends to gener-

ate simultaneous activity in alpha neurons, especially given the high initial firing

intensities designed into the SAM architecture [43]. On the contrary, zero delay

means that a firing alpha neuron directly causes inhibitory neurons to fire, which

in turn cause immediate inhibition in co-members of the same alpha layer. The

theoretical assumptions in Pecevski & Maass are then upheld, with STDP halting

in neurons that are not encoding members of the right populations [43], while in-

trinsic bias decay proceeds unhindered. In the zero-delay scenario, therefore, ideal

round trip from one firing alpha neuron to the rest of the layer.
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WTA behaviour in the alpha layer is entirely unaffected by changes in firing in-

tensity, whether systematic—for example through changes in c1—or temporal—as

through increased synaptic input.

In more practical situations with non-zero delay, the firing intensity—and any-

thing that affects it, systematically or otherwise—becomes relevant. According to

[11], the probability of a single neuron firing within a time window [t, t + Δt] is

approximately given by

PF (Vm) ≈ 1− exp(−Δtρ(Vm(t))), (6.1)

where ρ(t) is the firing intensity at t, given by Equation 3.4. Thus, the probability

that none of n neurons fire within a time window defined by the round trip lag of

2d, assuming an identical firing intensity ρ0, is given by

Sn(ρ0) ≈ exp(−2dρ0))
n. (6.2)

At initial conditions, the probability of firing in SAM networks is designed to be

high [43]. Table 3.3 gives an initial mean bias of 5, an initial mean weight of

1.333 (in Task B), and a PSP amplitude of 2 mV. Thus, given a SAM architecture

with four alpha neurons, each with two active connections to the input layer, and

assuming the scaling parameters from Pecevski & Maass [43] (i.e. c1 = 1/τ and

c2 = 1), we can substitute these values in the membrane equation (Eqn. 2.2) and

into the updated firing intensity equation (Eqn. 3.4), to give the probability that

an excited neuron not in its refractory period survives a time window of 2d without

firing:3

S(ρ0) ≈ exp(−2d · 1
τ
exp(2 · 1.333 · 2 + 5)). (6.3)

For a synaptic delay of 0.1 ms, this gives a probability of ∼ 0.664; the probability

that none of the three supposedly inactive alpha neurons fire is therefore 0.29.

3Here we assume that each neuron is in its initial state, and that it receives spikes from two
active input neurons.
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This goes down to 0.002 at a delay of 0.5 ms, an unlikely possibility. Assuming the

model in Pecevski & Maass with a small finite delay, therefore, it is exceedingly

likely that some if not all neurons in the same alpha layer exhibit firing within

close proximity. Since exclusive at-most-one behaviour is a core ingredient of the

WTA-based theory behind the model in [43], simultaneous firings that subvert this

competitive ideal render the learning algorithm inefficient at high firing intensities.4

Because of this not-quite-ideal WTAmechanism, in response to increased synap-

tic delay the mean firing intensity has to be decreased to reduce simultaneous

activity and to retain some learning efficiency. However, decreasing the firing den-

sity introduces the possibility of long gaps in neuronal activity and generates zero

states, as described in Section 4.2.5 and visualised below.

Figure 6.2 reproduces the spontaneous spiking activity from an example run of

500 ms of the best GA SAM individual after training on the visual perception task

(Task B in the baseline experiment). It is clear from this activity that although

most states are valid, it also exhibits two stereotypical states that are not:

• Zero states, corresponding to gaps longer than τ in the activity of output

neurons from the same module—i.e., periods during which the value of some

variable is not defined. In the spike plot, these are visible at the very be-

ginning, for both variable y1 (neuron indices 0, 1) and y3 (neuron indices 4,

5).

• “Invalid” states, corresponding to time windows of τ within which there is

more than one neuron from the pair that represents one variable firing. These

are evident in the spike plot wherever two neurons from the same module fire

within a very short time period—e.g. the second spike of neuron 0 in the

raster plot nearly coincides with another spike from neuron 1. The the-

oretical model assumes that a spiking neuron sets the random variable it

represents to a specific value for a time period τ , so these states are invalid

4Conversely, note that at zero delay, the probability of survival without firing is 1; this is the
instantaneous probability of any process with discrete events in continuous time.
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Figure 6.2: Spontaneous activity in the eight output neurons of the optimal SAM
individual trained on the perception task (Task B in the baseline experiment).
Neurons representing y1 have indices 0 and 1 (red), those representing y2 have
indices 2 and 3 (green), and so forth.

under that interpretation because assignments cannot overlap. However, as

we have seen in Section 4.2.5, the population coding interpretation can be

reasonably relaxed so that whenever a time window with simultaneous ac-

tivity occurs, the neuron to fire first is assumed to take precedence. This is

also informed by biological findings that relative timing is informative about

relative excitability.

Invalid and zero states, then, directly result from the introduction of non-zero

delay, through balancing mechanisms.

Optimising for overall KL divergence—what we have also called “performance”

or “whole-state divergence”; i.e., including the zero states in the estimated distribu-

tion—leads to a minimised KL divergence between the target distribution and the

valid-state distribution, as can be seen in Figure 5.12. In this light, optimisation

can be interpreted as a trade-off between the two mechanisms above: it balances
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the mean firing density so that the number of zero states is not excessive, and at

the same time it keeps simultaneous firings to a minimum, so that there is a happy

medium within which valid states can be generated and learning maintained at an

efficient level. Lowering the firing intensity so that there are too many zero states

will directly result in a poorer whole-state divergence, since that metric uses all of

the experimental states, valid or not. On the other hand, leaning towards too many

simultaneous firings results in poor learning performance, and therefore a mismatch

between the valid states of the estimate and target. This problem is avoided with

zero delay, because in that case inhibition is instantaneous and increasing the firing

probability—to eliminate zero states—cannot generate invalid states.

Naturally, it is going to be harder for the outer-loop optimiser to strike a good

balance when delay values increase beyond a certain margin. At some point zero

states will dominate, and very low firing intensities will harm learning efficiency in

other ways. Further experimental evidence can be gleaned from the relationship

of c1 with delay, as found in the optimal parameters of baseline experiment Task

A (Tables 5.2 and 5.3). c1 governs the firing probability intensity in Equation 3.4.

Results show that it decreases with increasing delay, and as it decreases, so does the

firing probability in any given time interval. This counteracts simultaneous firing,

attempting to find the right balance between too many spikes in close proximity

and too many gaps in activity. Unfortunately, this evidence is only partial—Task

B results show the reverse relationship, but this may be due to counterbalancing

effects attributable to large interconnected networks.

6.2 Issues, Limitations and Comments

6.2.1 Simulator limitations

As we have seen, control over synaptic delay is an important aspect of our work.

A basic limitation of NEST is that while it allows any finite delay to be used, it

does not support zero delay. This makes it impossible to replicate the experiments
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in Pecevski & Maass [43] exactly, in turn rendering it difficult to precisely evaluate

the effect of introducing non-zero delay. However, the relationship between finite

delay and optimal performance is well established in the work above, supporting

the view that closer approaches towards theoretical conditions reap strong benefits.

6.2.2 Interpretation of network states

As discussed in Section 2.5, neural coding is not a solved problem, nor even expected

to be uniform throughout the natural brain. Thus, various encoding schemes have

been studied, with the population coding implemented in Pecevski & Maass [43]

being merely one among many. To complicate matters further, there is significant

leeway in the specifics that might appear confusing to the novice: Pecevski &

Maass [43], for instance, suggests at one point using the most recent spike to assign

variable values, apparently in contradiction with the injunction to assign variables

for periods of a fixed length. In our work, we have used the latter scheme since it

appears to be supported by the bulk of the text, with modifications as described

in Section 4.2.5 to make this scheme viable in the finite delay context.

6.2.3 Use of valid-state divergence

At several points in this work, valid-state divergence as opposed to whole-state

divergence is used to compare estimate quality,5 while the latter is used as fitness

for optimisation. As explained, this is necessary because of the low firing intensities

that are introduced when using non-zero delay (see Section 6.1). Note that valid-

state divergence is obtained by simple truncation of zero states in the estimated

distribution—which are meaningless in any case—before calculating the KL value.

This is a consistent, systematic procedure, and not in any way arbitrary or selective.

In addition to the better results it gives (see Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2.2), it may also be

sensible from a neuroscientific perspective because biological brains lack WTA-like

5See definition in Section 4.2.5.
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rigidity.

6.2.4 GA vs NES

Although GA and NES share the evolutionary nomenclature, there are conceptual

differences that are relevant to the results of this study. GA optimises individual

fitness, and in so doing it can easily be fooled by stochastic measurements: in GA,

a good individual tends to be propagated to the next generation with high prob-

ability, so that if fitness measurements are subject to noise, “unlikely but good”

measurements of “bad solutions” will dominate the gene pool of subsequent gen-

erations, resulting in poor exploitation of the search space and a variation on the

textbook case of getting stuck in a local minimum—in this case, the algorithm gets

stuck in an unrepresentative stochastic minimum. This is somewhat mitigated by

running multiple evaluations of fitness on each individual, at a price in terms of

computation time. Nevertheless, we are chiefly interested in mean performance,

which makes this a reasonable venture.6 In contrast, NES optimises the fitness of

a distribution of solutions, paying less attention to individual fitnesses and there-

fore successfully dealing with stochastic outliers. However, this could cause it to

overlook optima in “narrow” fitness landscapes,7 where the distribution might be

dominated by bad fitnesses of individuals further from the optimum. These con-

siderations explain some of the discrepancies between GA and NES results.

6.2.5 Training time vs accuracy trade-off

The experiments employed 96-core machines on Google’s Cloud Platform, running

for hours or days on end.8 This left little time for adjustment, and few high-

level parameter combinations could be tested within a comfortable time frame. A

6The spread of performance results is also of interest, naturally. However, it has not been
studied here.

7For fairness’ sake, it must be noted that all optimisation techniques suffer from the “needle-
in-a-haystack” problem, including GA. See [13].

8See Section 4.2 for single core running times.
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more exhaustive approach would have demanded a significantly increased budget

for computing resources, or more time. Moreover, as already explained in the

results, some experiments would have benefited from longer iterations. This would

have been infeasible given the present time and resource limitations. Additionally,

measurements with a larger number of repetitions could have provided statistically

stronger comparisons, given that many of the measured metrics are subject to

stochastic variability. These limitations explain the high learning rates used in

NES (0.5 and 1): during preliminary runs it was observed that low learning rates

(0.01–0.1) resulted in very slow convergence, compared to GA. This is supported

by the literature (e.g. [54] and [50]), which reports several thousand iterations on

typical high-dimensional problems.

6.2.6 Supervised vs unsupervised learning

A question that deserves some comment is whether this work deals with supervised,

rather than unsupervised learning. The appearance of “labelled” output during

training might give this misleading impression. However, a short argument shows

that this suggestion is mistaken: in supervised classification, output is labelled with

the ground truth—what we finally wish to predict with the model. In our case, the

output labels that we provide are not what we wish to predict. We wish to predict

their distribution: if our model is learning the distribution p∗(z|x), for instance,

we provide it with output samples z ∼ p∗(z|x = X) for some specific input X, and

not p∗(z|x = X) itself. The fundamental task here is density estimation, which is

in any case generally accepted to be an unsupervised type of machine learning.

6.2.7 Plausibility of parameter tuning

It is a philosophy of this work that the number of hyperparameters be kept to

a minimum (see Section 3.4), and to use global or functional-group parameters

as opposed to fine-grained neuron-by-neuron optimisation. Nevertheless, along
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with Pecevski & Maass [43] it tunes some parameters to compensate for target

statistics, such as module-specific weight baselines. To the author’s knowledge, a

tuning mechanism that could effect this in biological circuitry is as yet unknown,

and remains an open question.

6.2.8 Scientific value of neural models

Aside from the benefit of exploring biologically plausible neural networks on the

field of AI, neural models are also of relevance to neuroscience. Indeed, the subject

straddles the two fields, with the consequence that it is sometimes less than clear

where the significance of results lies: the reader often has to stop and ask whether

some observation, assumption or conclusion is about biological fact or some ma-

chine learning model thereof. Reported results may also be of relevance only with

respect to the model itself—a model with so-and-so assumptions exhibits such-and-

such behaviour—and it may yet be unknown what the consequences are on either

of the fields. Nevertheless, this work explores a clear machine learning domain—

density estimation—within a biologically-inspired background. As such, the work

presented offers an alternative to conventional density estimation techniques such

as parameter estimation in Bayesian networks, detailed in [25], aside from pushing

the boundaries of biological plausibility.
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Broadly speaking, this work improved upon the results in Pecevski & Maass [43],

both those specific to the tasks that were demonstrated therein, as well as con-

ceptually by proposing SPI, a novel architecture that integrates properties well-

understood to be present in biological implementations with partial success vis-à-

vis its conditional estimation performance. Although the new architecture showed

poor generalisability on joint distribution problems, its performance on conditional

distributions was competitive with SAM’s. In the case of SAM, it was demonstrated

that even though theoretical assumptions were not met by the simulation condi-

tions,1 practical performance after optimisation at low synaptic delays matched

and in fact exceeded that of the hand-crafted model in Pecevski & Maass [43].

Generalisable SAM performance on unseen distributions, while slightly inferior to

that on training distributions, was also competitive with the single distribution

tests in Pecevski & Maass [43], which were performed in a far more favourable

environment and are therefore a tough standard to compare with. These results

satisfy the chief objectives of this work.

This work also explored an important aspect of deviation from theory—the

relationship between synaptic delay and estimation performance. It was found

that in SAM, performance declines with increasing delay, because delay introduces

a decoupling mechanism that prevents inhibition from being completely exclusive to

1Indeed, could not be met, because of NEST limitations.
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further activity in SAM hidden layers. This could be interpreted as further evidence

that in biological circuits, which typically have delays exceeding the lowest such

values tested in this work [20], a different type of inhibitory mechanism is employed,

such as the divisive mechanism recently explored in work including [18] and [29].

In any case, non-zero delay has been found to be beneficial in structuring neural

circuitry [2], which makes a strong case for understanding the effects of delay.

One broad limitation of this work is that SPI was not thoroughly explored.

Future work could focus on the relationship of its performance with synaptic delay.

During anecdotal runs, it was observed that SPI does not suffer as severe a hit

as SAM when delay is increased. This would obviously have to be established by

thorough experimentation, but its veracity would have consequences: as synaptic

delay increased, SPI would increasingly outperform SAM, in turn implying that

SPI might be a better model of some brain computations than SAM. A reason that

possibly explains this changed relationship with synaptic delay is that the model

of inhibition in SPI has a different dynamics than SAM’s WTA-like inhibition,

which is reliant on exclusive competition. Unfortunately, this could not be closely

examined due to time restrictions.

Future work can look to firmly place the generalisability of neural networks in

an analytic framework that directly involves delay as an integral component, since

this work only examined the experimental aspect of the relationship with delay,

giving heuristic justification of observed deviations based on theory.

A close sibling to this work’s domain of contribution, the general task in the field

of conventional PGMs referred to as structure learning aims to discover network

structure itself, rather than the parameters only. Since this work was limited to two

structural variations with different parameters, future approaches could examine

the general structure learning task in biological circuitry, if it is found that there

are neural correlates to this problem.

Finally, future experiments that can exploit the power of bigger computing

clusters would benefit from finer learning rates and extensive outer-loop parameter
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exploration. Some of the decisions made in this work were a practical compromise

forced by resource limitations, and some possibilities were left unexamined. Shorter

experimental turnover times would greatly benefit the researcher, who could then

quickly fine-tune optimiser configurations and follow more promising directions.
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This work was supervised by Dr George Azzopardi from the University of Malta

and Prof. Wolfgang Maass from Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria.
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A. Code Repositories

Source code can be found at the author’s GitHub profile, http://github.com/

krisdamato/:

• Extensions to NEST can be found forked at http://github.com/krisdamato/

nest-simulator from the official NEST repository at http://github.com/

nest/nest-simulator

• Evolutionary algorithm extensions to the LTL package can be found forked at

http://github.com/krisdamato/LTL from the original repository at http:

//github.com/IGITUgraz/LTL

• Simulation and result processing scripts can be found at http://github.

com/krisdamato/LTL-SAM

A ready-to-run Docker image, complete with all of the simulation architec-

ture and Python 3.5, can be found at https://hub.docker.com/r/krisdamato/

spikes/.
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B. Acronyms

ANN: Artificial Neural Network

CMA-ES: Covariance Matrix Adaptation-Evolutionary Strategy

DNN: Deep Neural Network

EA: Evolutionary Algorithm

ES: Evolutionary Strategy

GA: Genetic Algorithm

HMM: Hidden Markov Model

KL: Kullback-Leibler

LIF: Leaky Integrate-and-Fire

LSM: Liquid State Machine

LTL: Learning-To-Learn

NES: Natural Evolution Strategy

PGM: Probabilistic Graphical Model

PSP: Post-synaptic Potential

SAM: Stochastic Association Module

SNN: Spiking Neural Network

SPI: Sparse Probabilistic Inference

STDP: Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity

WTA: Winner-Take-All
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